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                             Abstract

     A series of systematic studies has been made on material and device

physics of polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) thin film solar cells from both

theoretical and experimental points of view. In order to perform an optimum

design of p-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar cells, a wide range of

experimental issues has been explored from the material deposition and

characterization to the device fabrication and the analysis ofdevice operation.

     The poly-Si thin films deposited directly onto glass substrate at low

temperature are promising photovoltaic material in terms of low cost, however,

this material typically show extremely small grain size of <<1 ym. This work

begins with the device modeling ofpoly-Si thin film solar cells to understand the

role of grain boundary played in device operationts with quantitative physical

parameters. The dependence of photovoltaic perforrriance on grain boundary

properties has been investigated as a function of grain size, LG, and surface
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recombination velocity at grain boundary, SG,. Simulation results have pointed

out that photovoltaic performance is predominantly determined by two factors,

i.e., the built-in electric field and the LG12SG,. This result is followed by an

important suggestion that the very thin photovoltaic layer below 3 pm is quite

essential for poly-Si solar cells with a grain size of <<1 pm in order to reduce

recombination ofboth photo-generated and injection carriers at grain boundary.

     In experimental studies, poly-Si thin films have been prepared by plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition with a very high excitation frequency (1OO

MHz) for the development of p-i-n junction solar cells. Correlation between

poly•-Si microstructure and photovoltaic performance of poly-Si solar cells has

been investigated as a function of deposition parameters such as deposition

pressure, SiH4 fiow rate and SiH4 concentration. It has been found that poly-Si

microstructure including crystalline volume fraction, X,, and crystallographic

orientation is closely related to the atomic hydrogen flux during the film growth,

which is evidenced from plasma diagnostics by in-situ monitoring of optical

emission spectroscopy. It has been clearly shown that there is a universal

relationship between poly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic performance.

With an increase in X,, open circuit voltage (V.,) tends to decrease, whereas poly-

Si with X, ) 500/o and (220) preferential orientation is essential for high short

circuit current density ( J,,). Consequently, the most appropriate condition for

device-grade materials is concluded to be the poly-Si films with X,--500/o and

(220) preferential orientation.

      The structural dependence of carrier transport properties in thin poly-Si

thin films has been investigated. The AC conductivity measurement has been

proposed as a powerfu1 tool for evaluating the canier transport along poly-Si

growth direction as well as for determining the electron and hole conductivities

individually. It has been found that the Fermi energy level in poly-Si is quite

sensitive against the film microstructure. From the results of temperature

dependent AC-conductivity, poly-Si film with relatively low X,--500/o and (220)

preferential orientation exhibits truly intrinsic character likewise intrinsic single

crystalline Si, leading to the high performance solar cells. In contrast, poly-Si
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layers with high X, > 500/o and (220) preferential orientation exhibit n-type

character, which is likely to be associated with the oxygen-related donor at grain

boundaries. Experimental and simulation results have suggested that poly-Si

solar cells with high X, result in lower V,, due to n-type character and further

electrical activation at grain boundary. In order to gain more insight into the

carrier transport, Time-of-Flight experiments have been performed on a device-

grade poly-Si film with X, of --500/o. A significant difference has been found in

particularly hole transport between for poly-Si and a-Si:H materials. It has

been shown that the hole drift mobility of poly-Si films is estimated as 1.4

cm'!Vs at room temperature, which is by more than two orders of magnitude

higher than that ofconventional a-Si:H films.

     With a poly-Si layer thickness of around 3 pm, a light trapping technique is

essential to reduce optical loss. A novel textured substrate consisting of

ZnOIAg/SnO,lglass has been proposed for realizing effective Iight trapping in

thin film poly-Si photovoltaic layer. Although the highly textured substrate

shows excellent light trapping properties, it tends to deteriorate the poly-Si (220)

preferentjal growih, yielding poor photovoltaic performance. The field-

dependent canier collection behaviors of solar cells have revealed that this

structural deterioration attributed to the substrate texture gives rise to a reduction

in carrier diffusion length in the poly-Si photovoltaic layer. In this experiment,

the textured ZnO/Ag/SnO,lglass substrate with RMS roughness of 38 nm is

found to be most suitable for poly-Si solar cells, which effectively improves long

wavelength responses. The highest conversion eflriciency of 9.l80/o (1,, = 25.1

mAlcm2, V., = O.523 V, fi11 factor = O.7) has been achieved by employing this

optimum textured substrate.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 HistoricalBackground

     Facing the increasing energy demands and undesirable environmental

effects caused by the mass consumption of fossil fuels, development of

renewable and sustainable energy resources is important subject assigned to

modern science and technology. Within a variety of sustainable energy

conversion technologies in progress, photovoltaic conversion of solar energy,

which guarantees pollution-free and abundantly available everywhere in the

world, appears to be one of the most promising ways of meeting the future

energy demands. However, there is a bigbarrier impeding the expansion ofthe

1arge-scale power source application in the photovoltaic system, i.e., high price

of solar module [1]. In this respect, photovoltaic panels should be cheep and

comprised of non-toxic materials, while these materials should allow handling

and processing such that manufacturing at low cost is feasible for practical use.

     Currently, wafer-based single crystalline or multi-crystalline silicon (c-Si,

mc-Si) solar cells play a dominant role in the photovoltaic market. These

materials have advantage of high efficiency potentiai [2], material abundance,

ability of research sharing with the microelectronics market. About 300-pm-

thick silicon wafers are produced by special silicon purification, expensive ingot
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Chapterl Introduction

growth and dicing process, which takes about half of the cost of the complete

finished solar cells. Therefore the wafer-based approach limits the potential for

further cost reduction. A less expensive alternative is the thin film solar cells

supported on a foreign substrate, such as silicon, cadmium-telluride (CdTe) and

copper-indium-diselenide (CulnSe,) thin film (1-10 pm) photovoltaic materials

on glass or stainless steels. Except for silicon, other compound semiconductor

materials must necessarily be in thin film form for the proper photovoltaic

operation by virtue oftheir electrical and optical properties. However, it is not

suffTicient for the photovoltaic material to have only the desired electrical and

optical properties, it is also necessary that it must be readily available in

abundant supply of raw material in the world. Silicon thin films and their

associated technologies are more fortunately placed in this respect, which offer

an extremely attractive approach toward the future mass production of highly

effricient and cost effective solar cells. Silicon can be deposited from the vapor

or liquid phase. Concerning the processing temperature, the deposition

technique for silicon thin films can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e.,

                              eohigh temperature process at >700C and low temperature process at <700C.

The high temperature deposition process can commonly produce the large grain

polycrystalline silicon thin films by such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD:

700-1200C) [3], liquid phase epitaxy (LPE:--1000C) [4] and zone melt
recrystallization (ZMR:e-12000C) [5] techniques. However, these processes

require the temperature resistible substrate, e.g., c-Si native wafer. Moreover, it

needs a lift-off technique to transfer the deposited film from the native wafer to a

foreign supporting substrate [5,6], and it also needs a post-hydrogenation step to

passivate the grain boundary [5]. In contrast, low temperature process,

including the plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD), hot wire CVD (HWCVD) [7]

and reactive sputtering techniques [8], allows the direct silicon deposition on

glass substrate and it makes sense for the possibility of large-area fabrication.

     Low-temperature silicon deposition technique can modify the film

microstructure from an almost perfectly disordered amorphous state, via a

microcrystalline state, to a polycrystalline state. The research on these non-

-2-



Chapterl Introduction

crystalline and heterogeneous materials has proceeded over the past 30 years as

one ofthe most active fields in solid state physics. In 1965, Stering and Swann

first published the deposition of amorphous silicon using silane (SiH4) in

PECVD process [9]. In 1968, Veprek and Mare6el reported the first deposition

of microcrystalline silicon on glass substrate using a hydrogen plasma chemical

transport method [10]. In 1975, Spear and LeComber demonstrated that the

hydrogen incorporated in arnorphous silicon network plays an important role in

lowering density of electronic states localized in forbidden gap, making it

possible to dope both for n- and p-type [11]. In the next year, Carlson and

Wronski reported a first hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) p-i-n junction

solar cell with a conversion efficiency of2.40/o [12]. Since their report, a-Si:H

based solar cells produced by PECVD process have progressed to play a major

role in the R&D field in the thin film solar cells, and up to now their

technologies have achieved an industrial level [13]. Microcrystalline silicon

(ptc-Si) or microcrystalline silicon carbide (ptc-SiC) [14], which is commonly

regarded to possess spherical small silicon crystallites embedded in amorphous

matrix, has been successfu11y used as window ohmic contact layers of a-Si:H

based solar cells due to their high optical transparency and efficient doping

properties [15]. However, the a-Sj:H solar cells have always been associated

with low spectral response in the infrared regime of solar radiation spectrum due

to a wider band gap (1.7-1.8 eV) than crystalline silicon (1.1 eV), hence the

achievable efficiency is limited by its optical properties. Another serious

disadvantage in the a-Si:H based solar cells is the Iight induced degradation in

conversion efficiency being well-known as Staebler-Wronski effect [16] which

has not been solved completely yet. This decrease in efficiency exceeds 300/o

under practical conditions encountered in the out door operation.

     Quite recently, a breakthrough for the more stable silicon based thin film

solar cells has arisen with a use of an altemative material, i.e., poly-Si thin film

proposed by J. Meier et aL in 1994 [17]. They firstly applied PECVD produced

intrinsic poly-Si films to p-i-n solar cell and demonstrated the conversion

effriciency of 4.40/o. After their report, poly-Si thin fiIms have gathered much

-3-



Chapterl Introduction

attention as a new type photovoltaic material. The poly-Si films can be

obtained using SiH4 and H2 gas mixture in an appropriate PECVD deposition

condition at extremely low temperature (100-5500C), and this material typically

exhibits columnar stmcture with grain diameter of sub-micron or less [18].

This structural feature of poly-Si is the most striking difference from that of pc-

Si. Some definitions and typical feature ofsilicon thin films prepared by low-

temperature PECVD process are summarized in Table 1.1. The columnar-

structured poly-Si films are to be preferable with respect to the collection of

photo-generated carriers because the solar cells are basically operated being

perpendicular to the film plane (substrate). Furthermore, compared with a-Si:H,

poly-Si is advantageous in terms of wide range spectral sensitivity for almost

entire air mass 1.5 (AM 1.5) photons. In addition, poly-Si film shows high

long-term stability against the prolonged light exposure [17]. Although the

poly-Si thin film is very attractive material for applying solar cell photovoltaic

layer, there remain many rooms for researching material properties and its

photovoltaic operation mechanism being contrasted with mature a-Si:H material

science and device technologies. In particular, the material and device design

concept for realizing high efficiency solar cell is far from been established. In

view of these backgrounds, this work is motivated to focus on poly-Si thin films

as one of the most promising candidates for the next-age photovoltaic material,

and aims to develop the high effTiciency poly-Si thin film solar cells.

Table 1.1. Definitions and feature ofvarious low-temperature silicon thin films.

Symbol Phase Structure Feature

 size

 Stability

against light

a-Si:H

pc-Si

poEy-Si

single phase

    mixed-phase
(amorphous+crystalline)

  amorphous, homogeneous

     inhomogeneous,

crystallites in amorphous matrix

inhomogeneous, columnar grain

 none

<looA

>1ooA

Å~

o

o
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Chapter I Introduction

1.2 Purpose of this work

     As mentioned above, low-temperature silicon thin films show a wide

variety of microstructure by the change of deposition conditions, from a

polycrystalline state, via a microcrystalline state, to an amorphous state. Even

within a polycrystalline state, many researchers have demonstrated that poly-Si

thin films prepared under various deposition conditions show various

microstructure from low crystalline volume fraction to almost complete

crystalline with different grain sizes and different crystallographic orientations.

These structural changes of poly-Si thin films should directly infiuence carrier

transport behavior that must correlate with photovoltaic performance. So far,

however, it has been never suffricient for the systematic studies on carrier

transport and photovoltaic performance in conjunction with the structural studies.

The purpose of this work is to find out some universal relationships among the

structural properties, carrier transport and photovoltaic performance. Based on

these important relationships, this work is exactly aimed to design both material

and device for the high efficiency poly-Si thin film solar cells.

     In order to obtain the desirable and high quality photovoltaic poly-Si thin

films, it is necessary to examine a wide range of experimental issues from film

deposition and material characterization to the device fabrication and optimum

design of thin film solar cells. Device modeling of poly-Si solar cell is also

important approach in order to make sure of the existing problems and to give

some usefu1 guidelines for adequate device designing. In this thesis, the author

has paid his special attention on following four items as the most important

technical key issues for realizing high efficiency poly-Si thin film solar cells.

1)

2)

3)

4)

Grain boundary

Film microstructure

Carrier transport

Light trapping

-5-



Chapterl Introduction

     First of all, the main drawback of low-temperature deposition is that it

leads to extremely small grain size (<< 1 pm) in comparison with high-

temperature poly-Si thin films or any other available polycrystalline photovoltaic

materials [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effect of both grain

size and grain boundary conditions on photovoltaic performance. Secondary,

during film deposition process, it is quite essential to find out what is the

dominant factor in determination of the poly-Si microstructure including

crystalline volume fraction, grain size, crystallographic orientation. Also

needed for the improvement of poly-Si solar cells is an analysis of the

relationship between microstructure and photovoltaic performance. Thirdly,

canier transport should significantly reflect the microstructure in poly-Si

photovoltaic layer. In this respect, the relationship between electronic transport

properties of poly-Si films and its photovoltaic performance should be clarified

in detail. Finally, for poly-Si thin film solar cell with a thickness of around 3

ptm, the light trapping technique is of prime importance because silicon

crystallites cannot absorb solar photons completely with such thin film thickness.

     In chapter II, device modeling ofp-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar cells

is canied out in order to analyze the effect of grain size and surface

recombination velocity at grain boundary on photovoltaic performance. The

simulation results suggest some important factors related to the grain boundary

that dominates the photovoltaic performance.

     In chapter III, the role of poly-Si microstructure in the photovoltaic

performance is discussed on the basis of a systematic investigation of intrinsic

poly-Si thin films prepared by 100 MHz VHF-PECVD for p-i-n junction solar

cell. Atomic hydrogen during the film growth plays an important role in

controlling polyd-Si microstructure, which is presented in detail. In the final part

of this chapter, an important universal relationship between poly-Si

microstructure and photovoltaic performance is described.

     In chapter IV, a novel electrical characterization technique is proposed to

measure electron and hole conductivities individually. This conductivity

measurement is applied to poly-Si thin films with different microstructure.

-6-
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Based on these results, the relationship between electrical propenies of poly-Si

films and photovoltaic performance is discussed. Furthermore, Time-of-Flight

experiment is performed on device grade poly-Si thin films. The electron and

hole drift mobilities in poly-Si thin films are compared with those in

conventional a-Si:H thin films, and their different canier transport behaviors are

discussed.

     In chapter V, a novel textured back refiector consisting of ZnO!AglSn02

layers is proposed for realizing effective light trapping in thin film poly-Si

photovoltaic layer. The systematic investigation is carried out concerning the

dependence ofpoly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic performance on substrate

texture as a function of root mean square roughness of substrate surface. Some

detail discussions are also given on the carrier transport behavior particularly

near the junction interface between poly-Si photovoltaic layer and textured

substrate. Finally, the performance ofp-i•-n junction poly-Si solar cell with the

highest conversion efficiency achieved throughout this work is demonstrated

with an optimum poly-Si layer thickness as well as an optimum textured

substrate.

     In the final chapter, some conclusions obtained through this work are

summarized.
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Chapter II

Device modeling of poly- Si thin film solar cells

2.1 Introduction

     In most case of polycrystalline based solar cells, the grain boundaries

dominate the photovoltaic performance. The grain boundaries are the regions

of appreciable disorder with both structural defects and segregated impurities in

large densities. Thus they are generally regions of extensive canier

recombination. The reduction in photovoltaic output parameters by this carrier

recombination strongly depends on grain size in the photovoltaic layer. In a

general sense, the grain size should be as large as possible in order that carriers

diffuse to the junction to be usefu11y collected and not diffuse to grain boundary

to be recombined. Recently, much attention has gathered on polycrystalline

silicon (poly-Si) thin films produced at an extremely Iow temperature (e-2000C)

as a novel low-cost and stable photovoltaic material. It has been reported that

the typical poly-Si thin films show columnar grains with a grain size (diameter)

ofbeing much less than the film thickness [1-4]. This structural anisotropy is a

unique feature so that the effects of the structural aspect ratio between the grain

size and the film thickness on the photovoltaic performance are expected to be

much crucial, in comparison with the case of other available polycrystalline
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Chapter II Device modeling ofpoly-Si thin.film solar cells

photovoltaic materials with isotropic large grains. Also expected to be crucial

is that carriers in the low-temperature poly-Si are highly sensitive for the

electrical activity of localized states lying on grain boundaries because of the

small grain size. Therefore, before applying the poly-Si thin film to solar cells

as the active layer in experiments, some theoretical considerations must be

approved with a device modeling technique.

     Computer simulation for the comprehensive studies on device operation of

solar cells is an indispensable technique to extract the existing problems and to

estimate the internal physical parameters of layers or devices that cannot be

measured by usual experimental ways. In the case of low-temperature poly-Si

thin film solar cells with grain size bellow 1 pm, however, littIe effort has been

done to obtain an accurate assessment of the effect of grain boundary on

photovoltaic performance [5,6]. In this thesis work, a two-dimensional (2-D)

numerical simulation method is applied to p-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar

cells as a viable tool for the optimum design [7]. Furthermore the developed

simulation also offer an opportunity to gain insight the role played by grain

boundary in device operation with quantitative physical parameters.

     This chapter begins with a brief description of some simulation techniques

for modeling the poly-Si thin film solar cell comprising of grain boundaries

orientated perpendicular to the junction plane. We will discuss the dependence

of photovoltaic performance on grain boundary conditions as a function of grain

size, LG, and surface recombination velocity at grain boundary, SG., for minority

carriers. It is found that photovoltaic performance is predominantly determined

by two factors, i.e., the built-in electric field and the LG12SG.. This result is

followed by an important suggestion that the very thin photovoltaic layer below

3 ptm is quite essential for small-grain-size poly-Si solar cells in order to reduce

recombination ofboth photo-generated and injection carriers at grain boundaries.

-11-
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2.2 Simulation model for poly-Si thin film solar cells

2.2.1 Basic ealcutation methodfor device simulation

     The simulation program is based on the solution of the set of

semiconductor equations and on the physical models which describe the material

properties. The basic set ofsemiconductor equations represents a mathematical

description of semiconductor device operation under non-equilibrium and

steady--state conditions. At first, basic semiconductor equations including

Poisson's equation in eq. (2.1) and the continuity equations for electrons in eq.

(2.2), and for holes in eq. (2.3) are given as

       V'(ÅíV Vf )= -g(p -n+ N. -N, ), (2.1)

       V' J.= -q(G-R), (2.2)
       V' J. =q(G-R), (2.3)

where e denotes the material dielectric constant, v the electrostatic potential, n

(P) the electron (hole) density, N. (AI.) the ionized donor (acceptor)

concentration, G the generation rate, R the recombination rate and J, (J,) the

current density ofelectron (hole), The electron (hole) density and the electron

(hole) current density in eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) are written by

       n= n, exp(q(Vk-T' ipn)), (2.4)

       p=n, exp(q(ÅëpkT-- Yf)), (2.s)

-12-



                      Chapter II Device modeling ofpoly-Si thin.film solar cells

       Jn =-g (ny' #.nVV- D.Vn), (2.6)
       J, =g(Lt.nVv- D,Vp), (2.7)
where ni denotes the intrinsic carrier density, ip, (ip,) the quasi-fermi level for

electron (hole), #, (lt,) the mobility of electron (hole), g the elemental charge, k

the Boltzrriann constant, and Tthe absolute temperature. The non-liner terms in

eqs. (2.1)-(2.3), such as a term of a second derivative of the Poisson's equation,

were approximated by Taylor expansion series to eliminate the higher order

components. These linerized equations are then digitized on the 2-D grid points

(100 Å~ 100), and a computer program consistently solves this set of equations

together with the imposed boundary conditions using a finite derivative method.

The recombination process via the single-level states located at the intrinsic

Fermi level was assumed in accordance with the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)

statlstlcs.

2.2.2 Two dimensional grain boundaty model

     Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration ofsimulation model for p-i-n

junction poly-Si solar cell. In this model, light is incident on the p-layer and a

y

x

                            Back Contact

    k---- L, -
Fig. 2.1. Structure ofsimulation model.
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Table 2.1 Maj or simulation parameters.

electron lifetime

hole lifetime
electron mobility

hole mobility

Tn

Tp

"A•n

Pp

O.5 (ps)

O.1 (ps)

90 (cm2/Vs)

25 (cm2/"Vs)

surface recombination velocity SGB
at grain boundary

grain size LG
thickness of i-layer d

1O-103 cmls

O.Ol- lpm

1-10 pm

grain boundary in the i-layer is assumed to be perpendicular to the junction

plane.

     The typical simulation parameters employed in this study are shown in

Table 2.1. Electron and hole mobilities were assumed to be moderate values of

90 and 25 cm21Vs, respectively, which are by about one order of magnitude

lower than those ofc-Si. With using these mobility values, it has been checked

that the photovoltaic performance of highly efficient `bulk' multi-crystalline

solar cells with large and isotropic grown grains is well expressed by the

simulation results [8]. To calculate the photo-current, the numerical data in the

spectrum of the sun light under 100 mWlcm2, AMI.5 and optical absorption

coeffricient of bulk c-Si were used for the simulation program. The grain

boundary is characterized by two important parameters, i.e., the grain size, LG

(ptm), and surface recombination velocity at grain boundary, S., (cmls). The

formula of SGB for grain boundary is given by the following expression using

carrier lifetime at grain boundary, TGB,

1

T'
(;B

=l+ s,,,
  •vG Ax '

(2.8)
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where TG denotes the lifetime inside the grains, and Ax the grid point interval

between grain boundary position and its contiguous point in the x direction.

The preliminary tests have indicated that the lifetime of minority carriers inside

grains should be 111OOO of that in c-Si in order to reproduce recent experimental

results in low temperature poly•-Si thin film solar cells. The potential barrier

effect associated with grain boundary was neglected in this simulation. As an

example of calculation result, the counter plot of carrier recomb{nation profile at

short circuit condition is shown in Fig. 2.2, with L.=1 ".tm and SGB=103 cm!s

under AMI.5 illumination. Also shown in Fig. 2.2 is the depth profiles of the

recombination at different cross-sectional positions; one is that at the grain

boundary and at the other position far by LG!4. As can be seen in this figure,

the recombination rate of the photo-generated carriers at the grain boundary is

markedly higher than that inside the grains (x=O or 1.0 pm). This
recombination profile, which is never deduced experimentally, is one ofthe most

representative results being useful for studying the effect of the grain boundary

on device operation.
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Chapter ll Device modeling ofpoly-Si thin.film solar cells

2.3 Effect ofgrain boundary on photovoltaic performance

2.3.1 Grain size andsurface recombination velocity at grain boundaiv

     Figure 2.3 shows the calculated results of poly-Si photovoltaic

performance, i.e., short circuit current density (J,,), open circuit voltage (V.,), fill

factor (F17) and conversion efficiency (n), as a function of grain size in the range

of O.Ol-1 pm, with various surface recombination velocities at grain boundary

(SGB: 10, 102, 103 cmls). In this calculation, the thickness ofi•-layer was set at 3

pm. As found in Fig 2.3, all the photovoltaic parameters decrease with a

decrease in grain size or with an increase in SGB. J,, shows a rapid decrease at

grain sizes below O.1 pm when S,,= 103 cmls, while it is almost unchanged at

SGB=10 cmls and SGB= 102 cm!s for any grain sizes of the poly-Si i-layer. On the

other hand, V. and ,FF are largely dependent on both the grain size and SGB in

contrast with J,,. Even if grain size is relatively large, say > O.1 pm, V,, is still

strongly dominated by SGB•

     A less pronounced dependence ofJ,, on the grain size can be explained in

terms of the high carrier drift velocity due to the presence of strong electric field

through the i-layer at short circuit condition. However, the situation turns to be

complicated at forward biased condition. The built-in electric field should

decrease with an increase in applied forward voltage, photo-generated carriers

then almost fu11y recombine at the grain boundaries if the grain size is quite

small and SGB is high. This leads to that photo-generated canier collection

strongly depends on the applied voltage, resulting in poor FF. Moreover, the

carrier injection steadily increases with a decrease in grain size because carrier

injection level is almost determined by the total carrier recombination throughout

the photovoltaic i-layer, which leads to a significant reduction in V,, and FF.

     Meier et al., reported that columnar structured poly-Si films prepared by

PECVD at temperatures below 2500C have grains with a typical diameter of

O.02-pm, which was characterized by transmittance electron microscope (TEM)

observation [9]. They applied these films to solar cell device and demonstrated
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+ ScB=10cm/sec
+s =lo2cm/sec    GB
+ ScB=103 cm/sec

                      O.Ol O.1 1
                            Grain size (pm)

    Fig. 2.3. Calculated results ofphotovoltaic performance as a function

             of grain size at different surface recombination velocities at

             grain boundary.

relatively high conversion effTiciency exceeding 80/o. A comparison of the

photovoltaic performances obtained by their experiments, with those in our

simulation results allows us to suppose that the grain boundaries oftheir poly-Si

films should be well passivated with a very low surface recombination velocity

at grain boundaries as low as 10 cm!s. This estimated surface recombination

velocity is even less than that for passivated SilSi02 interface which is

commonly available for single crystalline silicon solar cells. Meanwhile, high

temperature poly--Si solar cells need grain size at least >>1 pm for achieving

conversion efficiency of >80/o [10], which implies that surface recombination
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velocity at grain boundary is more than 103 cmls in the high-temperature poly-Si,

as learned in Fig. 2.3. An inactive grain boundary in low-temperature poly-Si

thin films is likely achieved•due to its specific microstructure such as crystalline-

amorphous mixed-phase and hydrogen incorporation during film growth, which

are not attained in high-temperature poly-Si [11]. The role of the

microstructure will be described again in chapter III in conjunction with the

results on our experimental studies.

2.3.2 Optimum i-layer thickness

     Since the poly-Si films are materials exhibiting indirect optical transition,

the required thickness of photovoltaic layer for obtaining sufficient photo-current

reaches several tens microns. Concerning the p-i-n device structure, however,

an increase in i-layer shall result in weak built-in electric field distribution

through i-layer and then lower carrier drift velocity, which gives an adverse

affect on the collection of photo-generated caniers as described above. Fill

factor of the illuminated J-V characteristics thus strongly reflect the field--

dependent carrier collection. Furthermore, thick i-layer gives rise to higher

canier recombination due to an increase in total amount of defects in the i-layer,

which makes V,, lower. As discussed above, the grain size and the surface

recombination velocity at grain boundary strongly influence poly-Si photovoltaic

performance so that an optimum i-layer thickness should be determined from the

deep consideration of grain boundary effects.

     Figure 2.4 shows calculated results ofpoly-Si photovoltaic performance as

a function of LG!2SGB at various i-layer thicknesses in the range of 1-10 1.tm.

The L(}12SGB would roughly correspond to the effective carrier lifetime until

recombination at grain boundary [12,13]. This parameter allows us to compare

the lifetime to recombine at grain boundary with the lifetime to recombine inside

poly-Si grains, TG. Here, the TG for electrons and holes are set at about 10" sec.

As found in Fig. 2.4, ,J,, shows different dependence on LG12SGB for different i-

layer thickness. The solar cells having thick i-layer, e.g., 1O ptm, J,, shows high
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Fig. 2.4. Calculated results ofphotovoltaic performance as a function

        ofLG12SGB at different i-layer thicknesses. Arrow indicates

        carrier lifetime value inside grains, TG. In this simulation, TG

        for electrons and holes are set at about 1O-7 sec.

values ofnearly 30 m/Vcm2 when LG12SGB >> TG, while it shows dramatic decrease

when LG12SGB << TG. On the other hand, for the solar cells with 1-1.tm thick i-

layer, J,, shows relatively low values of around 16 mAlcm2 but it is almost

unchanged against LG12SG,. This indicates that effective carrier diffusion length

of photo-generated carrier is determined by two competitive factors, i.e., LG/2SGB

and built-in electric field associated with i-layer thickness. In contrast, the
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behavior of V,, and FF against LG12S,, is different from that of.I,,. For any i-

layer thickness, V. and FF monotonously increase with an increase in LG12SGB

and tend to saturate when LG12SGB becomes close to TG. It is also found that

relatively high V., and .FllF are expectable for thinner poly-Si solar cells ifLG12SGB

is equal to or more than TG. As the result ofthese different behaviors of.J,,, V.,

and FF against LG12SGB, the conversion efficiency always shows higher values at

the i-layer thickness of3 1.tm within this calculation range ofLG12SGB.

     As shown in Fig. 2.4, LG12SG, is found to be a crucial factor in

determination of photovoltaic performance, indicating that effective passivation

of grain boundary is quite essential if we use small grain poly-Si films as a

photovoltaic layer. The simulation results also suggest that the thickness of

poly-Si photovoltaic layer is required to be designed as thin as possible to reduce

the grain boundary effects and to obtain high V,, and FF. The light trapping

techniques are then of practical importance to obtain high J,, with thin

photovoltaic layer.

2.4 Summary

     Device modeling of p-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar cells with

different columnar grain sizes and surface recombination velocities at grain

boundary, SGB, has been investigated using two-dimensional device simulator.

The dependence of J,, on grain boundary conditions is relatively small if the

built-in electric field through the photovoltaic i-layer is sufficient for carrier

collection at short circuit condition. However, V., and FF considerably depend

on both grain size and SG, at grain boundary. The LG12SGB is found to be a

crucial factor in determination of photovoltaic performance. The effective

carrier diffusion length of photo-generated carrier is almost determined by

LG!2SGB as well as the built-in electric field through the photovoltaic layer. It is

also found that relatively high V,, and FF can be obtain when LG12SGB is

comparable to the carrier lifetime inside the grains. Based on these simulation

                               -20-
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results, it can be concluded that the very thin photovoltaic layer below 3 srm is

quite essential for small-grain--size poly-Si solar cells in order to reduce

recombination ofboth photo-generated and injection carriers at grain boundaries.
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Chapter III

Correlation between microstructure
photovokaic performance of poly-Si
fiRm solar cells

and
thin

3.1 Introduction

     Thin film solar cells comprising an intrinsic polycrystalline silicon (poly-

Si) photovoltaic Iayer have attracted much attention as one ofthe most promising

candidates for a stable and highly efficient solar cell. The plasma-enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique with silane (SiH,) highly diluted

in hydrogen (H,) is widely used for the fabrication of poly-Si films because of its

low substrate temperature (-2000C) and mass productivity. Recently, some

research groups have reported poly-Si solar cells prepared by PECVD at very

high frequency (VHF) (-100 MHz) excitation [1-3]. Compared with the

conventional rf (13.56 MHz) PECVD, VHF-PECVD has such advantages as
high deposition rate without deterioration of crystallinity and photovoltaic

performance [1]. Actually, using the VHF-PECVD technique, a high efficiency

exceeding 80/o has been achieved on a single-junction poly-Si solar cell produced

at relatively high deposition rate (t-4 Als) by the Institute ofPhotovoltaics (IPV)

JUIich [2]. Their accomplishrnent is lead from the optimization of two
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photovoltaic

deposition parameters, i.e., SiH4 concentration and VHF glow discharge power.

On the other hand, Saito et al. suggested that SiH4 flow rate is one of the

important deposition pararneters for attaining high photovoltaic performance

particularly in the high deposition rate regime [3]. Moreover, high-pressure

deposition in the SiH, depletion regime was recently reported by Fukawa et al. in

order to increase deposition rate while maintaining good crystallinity ofthe poly-

Si layer [4]. These preliminary studies on the poly-Si photovoltaic layer

encourage us to develop highly efficient poly-Si solar cells with high deposition

rate.

     However, problems concerning material control ofhigh-grade poly-Si solar

cells in the VHF-PECVD process are far from being resolved. In particular, the

control ofpoly-Si microstructure including crystalline volume fraction, the grain

size and preferential orientation is regarded as one of the most crucial technical

issues, that directly influence carrier transport properties in the poly-Si films.

Therefore, the relationship between the deposition parameters and the poly-Si

microstructure should be examined in detail. Also needed for the improvement

of poly-Si solar cells is an analysis of the relationship between microstructure

and photovoltaic performance.

     In this chapter, the role of poly-Si microstructure played in the photovoltaic

performance is discussed on the basis of a systematic investigation of intrinsic

poly-Si thin films prepared by 100 MHz VHF-PECVD for p-i-n junction solar

cell. A series of the solar cells has been fabricated with various i-layer

deposition conditions, such as deposition pressure, SiH4 gas flow rate and SiH4

concentration. It is demonstrated that the structural properties of the poly-Si

photovoltaic layers strongly depend on these deposition conditions. We will

show the universal relationship between poly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic

performance, especially open circuit voltage (V.,) and short circuit current

density (J,,)•
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3.2 Fabrication and characterization techniques of poly-Si solar

    cells

3.2.1 Deposition technique (VUF-PECVD)for intrinsiepoly--Si thin!71ms

    In a general sense, the deposition ofpoly- or microcrystalline (ptc-Si)

materials by means ofPECVD process needs higher hydrogen dilution than that

for the deposition of amorphous silicon. Hydrogen dilution plays a

predominant role in determining film quality as well as the formation of

crystalline silicon. Many researchers have devoted to elucidate the growth

kinetics ofpoly-Si films and the role ofhydrogen for the film growth, whereas it

has been still in controversial. Due to the high hydrogen dilution in deposition

process, only few concentrations of reaction source gas in plasma can contribute

to film growth, which would result in quite low deposition rate. Furthermore,

from the aspect ofthe optical absorption coefficient, required thickness for the

polyd-Si photovoltaic layer is relatively thicker than that in amorphous silicon

solar cells. The low deposition rate is a serious drawback for the future mass

production ofpoly-Si photovoltaic system. Recently, VHF-PECVD, i.e.,

PECVD with a plasma excitation frequency is modified from the conventional rf

range (13.56 MHz) to VHF range (--100 MHz) has been proposed for
enhancement ofthe deposition rate. Veprek et aL have shown that an increase

of excitation frequency leads to high concentration of electrons in plasma, which

promotes to increase the ionization rate [5]. This increased ionization rate

decreases plasma potential, V, (see Fig. 3.1), which results in a decrease ofmean

ion energy, finally results in low energy and high ion flux on growing surface.

At the same time, low-energy and high ion flux is now believed to enhance the

surface mobility ofradical species, so that the film properties remain device-

quality even at a high deposition rate condition. Dutta et al. estimated the peak

ion energy for silicon ions as a function ofthe excitation frequency [6] as shown

in Fig. 3.2. The ion energy in plasma monotonically decreases with an increase

in excitation frequency. The silicon-ion bombardment energies higher
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3.2. Estimated peak Si-ion energies for SiH4 plasma as a function

    of discharge frequency. (after Dutta et al. in ref. [6])

than 16 eV is believed to give rise to defect formation in the film [5]. As found

in Fig 3.2, excitation frequency higher than 50 MHz successfully prevents the

occurrence of Si ions with energies higher than 16 eV, which allows us to use
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higher discharge power to maintain high deposition rate without any serious

deterioration of the film quality.

     In Fig. 3.3, a schematic diagrarn ofthe VHF-PECVD apparatus used in this

experiment is shown. This apparatus consists of a single chamber for the

deposition of poly-Si layer and a load lock for sample loading. The base

pressure ofthe system is below 2Å~1O" Torr maintained by turbo molecular pump

(TMP). A 100 MHz VHF excitation source was used to produce glow
discharge plasma in a capacitively coupled reactor with a cathode-anode gap of2

cm. A mixture of SiH4 and H2 was used for the growth of the poly-Si layer. In

this system, special attention has been paid to reduce the impurity contamination

from the gas inlet line. The gas purifiers [7] for SiH, and H2 Iines are installed

just before each mass flow controller (MFC). For plasma diagnostics, optical

emission spectroscopy (OES) was employed, in which optical emission from a

glow discharge chamber was guided via a quartz fiber into an optical multi-

channel analyzer.

                      VHF SOvaca
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3.2.2 Device structure andfabrication process

    The structure of poly-Si solar cell is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, which is

composed ofAg-gridltransparent conductive oxide (TCO)lp-i-nlZnO(1OOO

A)/Ag(4000 A)IZnO(150 A)lglass(Corning #7059). The first ZnO Iayer

covered on glass is for maintaining film adhesion. A highly reflective ZnOIAg

double layer was used as a flat back contact. The microcrystalline silicon p-

(35e A) and n-(750 A) layers, which are highly conductive and have activation

energies less than 1OO meV, were formed by the 13.56 MHz rf-PECVD system.

Diborane (B2H6) and Phospine (PH,) gases were used as dopant sources for p-

and n- layer, respectively. The intrinsic poly-Si photovoltaic Iayer with a

thickness of around 3 pm was deposited by VHF-PECVD. The deposition
pressure was set at O.08-1.0 Torr, the SiH, flow rate at 2.5•-7.5 sccm, the SiH,

flow rate over total gas flow rate, [SiH,]1([SiH,]+[H,]), (defined here as the SiH,

concentration) at 4.0-5.50/o, the substrate temperature, T,, at 1800C, and the VHF-

power density at around 100 mWlcm2. The typical deposition conditions for

                               lncident Light

o

Ag f

o

Tco (8oo A)

poly-Si

3.0 pm

p-layer (350 A)

n-layer (750 A)

zno aooo A)
Ag (40oo A)

glass

zno a so A)

Fig. 3.4. Schematic illustration of solar cell structure.
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each layer of p-i-n solar cells are summarized in Table 3.1. As the top TCO

electrode, an indium tin oxide (ITO) or a ZnO film with a thickness of -80 nm

was formed on the p-layer with an Ag grid finger. The ITO and ZnO films

were evaporated by the electron beam evaporation technique with sintered

In203:Sn02 (95:5 in weight O/o) and ZnO:Al,O, (98:2 in weight O/o) targets,

respectively. As the final step for complete device, an active area of the solar

cell is patterned by a photolithography technique, and separated by wet etching

process using a HF+HNO, enchant solvent, resulting in an active area of O.23

cm2.

             Table 3.1. Deposition conditions for solar cells.

layer

   gas flow rate (sccm)

SiH, H, B,H, PH,
  P

(Torr)

T, freq. power
(ec) (MHz) (Wlcm2)

p

i

n

 O.5 85
2.5-7.5 60-160

  1.0 100

O.O05

O.Ol

  1.4

O.08-1.0

  1.0

200

180

220

13.56

 1OO

13.56

O.1

O.1

O.03

3.2.3 Characterization techniques ofpoly-Si thin.film and its solar cell

     Structural characterization of poly-Si films deposited on n-
layerlZnO!AglZnOlglass was performed by Raman scattering spectroscopy using

an Ai ion 514.5 nm laser as the excitation source (Renishaw System-1OOO). X-

ray diffraction (XRD) analysis in the e-2e scan geometry using the CuKct line

(Rigaku RINT-2000) was also conducted. Current-voltage characteristics of

the poly-Si solar cells were measured under air mass 1.5 (AMI.5), 100 mW!cm2

illumination. Spectral response of solar cell was also measured with a

conventional lock-in detection system.
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3.3 Structural properties and photovoltaic performance of poly-
Si thin film solar cells

3.3.1 Depositionpressure dependence

    Raman spectra ofthe 3-ptm-thick poly-Si photovoltaic layers deposited at

different gas pressures ranging from O.08 Torr to 1.0 Torr are shown in Fig. 3.5.

The deposition rate of the poly-Si layer was almost constant at around 3 A/s in

this deposition pressure range. The Raman spectra mainly consist oftwo

components, i.e., a broad band found at around 480 cm-i being attributed to the

amorphous silicon (a-Si) phase, and a sharp peak at around 520 cm-i being

                              a-Si c-Si

:.

'E

E
Åí

s
b
.as

=o==

1.0 Torr

O.8 Torr

O.6 Torr

O.4 Torr

O.2 Torr

O.08 Torr

400 450 500 550
             -1Raman shift (cm              )

600

Fig. 3.5. Raman spectra of poly-Si layers on ZnO/AglZnO/glass

substrate deposited at different gas pressures. Subsequent

deposition parameters are the same for all poly-Si layers, i.e.,

SiH4 fiow rate of6.25 sccm and SiH, concentration of4.50/o.
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attributed to the crystalline silicon (c-Si) phase. A less pronounced broad

shoulder appearing at around 500 cm-i is assigned to the presence ofhexagonal

structure induced by twin boundaries or stacking faults [8]. The 520 cm-' peak

is found to be dominant in the spectra ofthe poly-Si layers deposited below O.8

Torr. Concerning the poly-Si film deposited at 1.0 Torr, the 480 cm'i broad

peak prevails, while the 520 cm-' peak is very weak, implying that the crystalline

volume fraction is quite low in the film. From the Raman spectra, crystalline

volume fraction (X,) is roughly estimated as

Xc = Ic/(Ia+ip, (3.1)

where I, denotes the integrated intensity ofthe crystalline part and I,, that ofthe

amorphous part, both ofwhich were evaluated from the spectrum by line fitting

with a Lorentzian function. The definition ofX, in eq. (3.1) takes into account

neither the difference in the Raman cross section [9] nor that in the optical

absorption coefficient for the excitation light between amorphous Si and

crystalline Si. Therefore, we must note that X, discussed here represents a

90

80

   70
AoXo

V 60 uÅ~

50

40

30
O.O O.2 O.4 O.6 O.8 1.0
Deposition pressure (Torr)

Fig. 3.6. Crystalline volume fraction of poly-Si layer (X,) deduced

from Raman spectra as a function ofdeposition pressure.
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semi-quantitative value ofthe actual crystalline volume fraction ofpoly-Si films.

In Fig. 3.6, X, of the poly-Si layer obtained from Fig. 3.5 is plotted against the

deposition pressure. With an increase in deposition pressure from O.08 to O.4

Torr, X, increases and reaches the maximum of 83 O/o, then rapidly decreases

above the deposition pressure ofO.4 Torr.

     Figure 3.7 shows the XRD patterns of the poly-Si layers deposited at

different deposition pressures, as also investigated by Raman scattering

                                                                 espectroscopy. The diffraction peaks are clearly observed at angles 2e of28.4 ,

47.30 and 56.le , which correspond to Si (111), (220) and (311), respectively.

The other diffraction lines are originated from ZnO and Ag layers of the back

                           A                           NA A
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Fig. 3.7. XRD patterns of poly-Si layers on ZnOIAg/ZnOlglass
substrate at different deposition pressures.
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reflector. All of the poly-Si layers basically exhibit the (220) preferential

orientation except for the poly-Si layer deposited at O.08 Torr and at 1.0 Torr. It

is also found that the (220) diffraction peak intensity markedly changes with the

deposition pressure in comparison to the (111) and (311) diffraction peak

intensities. Figure 3.8 displays the deposition pressure dependence of the

jntegrated intensities of the Si (220) diffraction line (I(22o)) together with its ratio

to that of Si (1 1 1) and (3 1 1) (labeled I(2,,/I(m) and I(22o/I(3n), respectively)•
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Fig. 3.8. Integrated X-ray intensities of Si (220) diffraction lines,

I(,2o)(e), together with its ratio to (1 1 1), la2o)II(,,b (A), and to

(311), I(22o)II(3m (-), as a function of deposition pressure.

The lines are guides for the eyes. The straight lines seen at

I(22o)/I(m)==O.67 (solid line) and J(2,,/I(3,,)=1.79 (dotted line)

represent the theoretical values for those of the 3-pm-thick

crystalline Si film with random crystallographic orientation.
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     In a series of these poly-Si layers, the change in I(,,,) correlates well with

that in X, deduced from the Raman spectra shown in Fig. 3.6. It is well lmown

that the poly-Si films with, (220) preferential orientation basically possess a

columnar structure [10,11] and the grain size tends to increase along the growth

direction [12]. On the other hand, the penetration depth of the excitation light

used in Raman scattering measurement is less than O.3 pm for the poly-Si films;

thus the obtained X, values should refiect the poly-Si microstructure just adjacent

to the film surface. Accordingly, the a.Qreement in tendency of the changes in

Ia2o) and X, against deposition pressure suggests that X, of the poly-Si layer

directly reflects the (220) grains size at poly-Si near surface. As is evident from

XRD results as well as X,, a decrease in deposition pressure in the range of O.4-

1.0 Torr basically enhances poly-Si crystallinity, especially in (220) grain size

and crystalline volume fraction. With a further decrease in deposition pressure,

however, a significant change in poly-Si microstructure takes place. When

deposition pressure is decreased from O.4 Torr to O.08 Torr, I(22o) and X, decrease,

while I(m) and I(3ii) increase. Both I(22o/I(m) and I(22o/I(3n) ratios shown in Fig.

3.8, which give a clear indication ofthe degree of (220) preferential orientation

of the poly-Si layer, exhibit low values at deposition pressures below O.2 Torr in

comparison with those of the poly-Si layers deposited at O.4-O.8 Torr. This

result implies that poly-Si crystallinity deteriorates due to the Iow-pressure

plasma and the crystallographic orientation tends to become random.

     In order to gain greater insight into the deposition pressure dependence of

the poly-Si microstructure, OES measurement ofthe glow discharge plasma was

carried out at different deposition pressures. We measured the intensities of

SiH" (X = 412 nm), [SiH'], and H. (X = 656 nm), [H.], emission lines which are

proportional to the generation rate of film precursor radicals and atomic

hydrogen, respectively [13]. Figure 3.9 shows the OES intensities [SiH'] and

[H.] as a function ofdeposition pressure. With decreasing deposition pressure,

        * .*both [SiH]and [H.] increase. [SiH]and [H.] are basically determined by the

product of gas density and energetic electron density, i.e., density of electrons

having energies higher than the threshold energy for the dissociation of SiH4
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    Fig. 3.9. 0ES intensities ofSiH' [O] and H. [A] emission lines as a

             function of deposition pressure. The emission intensity

                          *             ratio, [H.]1[SiH][-], is also plotted. The lines are guides

             for the eyes.

and H2 molecules. In a lower gas density (pressure) regime, the energetic

electron density increases due to the long electron mean free path in plasma.

Thus, the OES result indicates that the dissociation of source gases, i.e., SiH4 and

H2, is dominated by the energetic electron density rather than gas pressure as far

as our present experimental conditions are concerned.

     Furthermore, it is found that [H.]1[SiH'] is markedly changed by

deposition pressure, presumably due to difference in the threshold electron

energies for the dissociation of source gas molecules. The threshold electron

energy for H, molecule is higher than that for SiH, molecule [14], resulting the

                           *monotonic decrease in [H.]1[SiH ] against deposition pressure, as shown in Fig.

3.9. Here, the contribution of atomic hydrogen created by SiH4 dissociation to

observed [H.] should be negligible because H, partial pressure is much higher
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than that of SiH, in this experiment. It is well known that [H.]![SiH'] can be

interpreted as the magnitude of atomic hydrogen fiux per poly-Si mono-layer

growth, which almost determines the crystallinity of poly-Si film [15].

Therefore, the decrease in both crystalline volume fraction and (220) grain size

with an increase in deposition pressure is mainly due to the decrease in atomic

hydrogen flux during film growth. In contrast, the deterioration of poly-Si

crystallinity found at deposition pressures below O.2 Torr might be ascribed to

excess atomic hydrogen flux impinging onto the growing surface, which is

unlikely to be effective for obtaining high crystalline volume fraction and (220)

preferential orientation. Ion bombardment during growth of poly-Si film

should be taken into account as another possible effect due to the high electron

temperature in low-pressure plasma [16].

     In Fig. 3.10, photovoltaic performance, V., and ,J,,, of the poly-Si solar

cells are plotted as a function ofdeposition pressure for the poly-Si layers. V,,

increases from O.39 V to O.52 V when the deposition pressure is increased from

O.08 Torr to O.8 Torr, and saturates at >O.8 Torr. On the other hand, .X,, shows

relatively high values of around 20 mAlcm2 when the deposition pressure is in

the range of O.4-O.8 Torr. The change in J,, can be explained by quantum

efficiency (eE) spectrum. The corresponding external eE spectra ofthe solar

cells are shown in Fig. 3.11. 2E spectra of poly-Si layers deposited at O.4-O.8

Torr show spectral peaks at around 620 nm with peak efficiencies of >800/o and

high response even at long wavelengths. At deposition pressures below O.2

Torr, the eE peak shifts to a shorter wavelength with a decrease in peak

efficiency, and the spectral responses at long wavelengths also decrease. The

sudden decrease in eE when deposition pressure is decreased from O.4 Torr to

O.08 Torr may be related to the significant change in poly-Si microstructure, i.e.,

transition from (220) preferential orientation to random orientation. The solar

cell prepared at 1.0 Torr exhibits low eE for the Iong wavelength regime due to a

quite low crystalline volume fraction ofthe poly-Si layer.

     In order to understand the carrier transport behavior in the solar cells

deposited at O.4-O.8 Torr, which yields relatively high J,,, the bias voltage
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dependence ofthe eE spectra is investigated. This analysis will provide some

information concerning the field-dependent carrier transport and collection,

which mainly reflects the magnitude of carrier recombination through the

photovoltaic layer and at the interface [17]. Here, as usual, the eE spectra

under applied reverse bias voltage of-1 V are demonstrated in the form eE(-1

V)leE(O V), i.e., normalized by corresponding spectra under bias voltage ofO V.

Figure 3.12 shows eE(-1 V)leE(O V) spectra ofthe solar cells deposited at O.4

Torr, O.6 Torr and O.8 Torr. As can be seen in this figure, eE(-1 V)12E(O V)

spectra for all of the poly-Si solar cells show the minimum at around 500 nm.

The slight increase in eE(-1 V)leE(O V) in the shorter wavelength regime, i.e.,

400-500 nm, may be caused by a surface recombination effect near ITOIp front

contact side or the plijunction interface. In the longer wavelength regime,

eE(-1 V)leE(O V) steeply increases with each characteristic slope, then tends to
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saturate at around 650 nm where the penetration depth of the incident light is

almost identical to the poly-Si layer thickness. Moreover, it is noted that 2E(-1

V)!eE(O V) increases remarkably in the long wavelength regime, with a

decrease in the deposition pressure for the growth ofpoly-Si layers. Since the

long wavelength response is Iargely dominated by the diffusion lengths of the

photo-generated carriers, especially holes in this case, the increase in the eE(-1

V)!eE(O V) is likely to be due to a decrease in the diffusion length. Namely,

the recombination rate in the poly-Si Iayer might increase with a decrease in

deposition pressure. A theoretical work revealed that 1,, is not influenced much

in comparison with V.,, by the recombination rate in the poly-Si photovoltaic

layer due to the presence of a strong electric field in the short circuit condition

[18]. In fact, as shown in Fig. 3.10, J,, is almost unchanged with a decrease in

deposition pressure from O.8 Torr to O.4 Torr, whereas V., shows a noticeable

decrease. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the decrease in V., is

caused by the increase in the recombination rate presumably due to an increase

in the defect density in the poly-Si layer, which is related to the change in poly-

Si microstructure, because V,, is largely infiuenced by defect density in the poly-

Si layer.

3.3.2 SiH,.flow rate and SiH, concentration dependence

    Next, the dependence of poly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic
performance on SiH, flow rate and SiH4 concentration is explored. Figure 3.13

shows deposition rate ofthe poly-Si layers as a function ofSiH4 gas flow rate in

the range of2.5-7.5 sccm at various SiH, concentrations. Deposition pressure

was held at O.8 Torr. The deposition rate ofthe poly-Si layer, as shown in Fig.

3.13, steadily increases with increasing the SiH, fiow rate at SiH4 concentrations

above 5.00/o. In contrast, at SiH4 concentrations below 4.50/o, the deposition rate

tends to saturate with an increase in SiH, flow rate, implying that the generation

rate of SiH. radicals, which is closely related to film growth, is likely to saturate.

This is partially evidenced by plasma diagnostics in the in- situ monitoring of
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OES. Figure 3.14 shows the emission intensities, i.e., [SiH] and [H.], together

                                   *with the emission intensity ratio, [H.]1[SiH ], at the SiH, concentration of 4.50/o

         -- ---- -l-plotted against SiH4 gas flow rate. The emission mtensity, [SiH], mcreases

with SiH4 flow rate, then saturates in the flow rate regime higher than --5 sccm.

This trend of change in [SiH'] against SiH, gas flow rate is in good agreement

with that of the deposition rate. Therefore, it is confirmed that the deposition

rate of the poly-Si layer is determined by the generation rate of SiH. radicals

                        **which is proportional to [SiH][19]. In the lower SiH, fiow rate regime, [SiH]

increases linearly with SiH, flow rate, indicating that the generation of SiH.

radical is dominated by SiH, gas supply (SiH, flow rate). In the higher SiH4

flow rate regime at which [SiH*] tends to saturate as found in Fig. 3.14, the

deposition rate also tends to saturate, indicating that the dissociation of SiH4

molecule is limited by the insufficient VHF-power supply. On the other hand,

[H.] seems to remain constant for any SiH, flow rate. However, with carefu1

inspection ofFig. 3.14, [H.] slightly
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Fig. 3.14. OES intensities of SiH' [O] and H. [A] emission lines

together with their ratio of [H.]1[SiH'] [1] plotted as a

function of SiH4 flow rate. SiH4 concentration is fixed at

4.50/o. The lines are guides for the eyes.

                                          *decreases at SiH, flow rates above 5 sccm where [SiH ] starts to saturate. Since

both the deposition pressure and VHF power are kept constant in this experiment,

the energetic electron density and the generation rate of atomic hydrogen in

plasma should be almost unchanged. The decrease in [Hdi in the higher SiH4

flow rate regime would then be explained in terms of an annihilation reaction of

atomic hydrogen with excess undissociated SiH, molecule [16].

    These different behaviors between generation rate of SiH. radicals and

atomic hydrogen against SiH, flow rate are Iikely to cause the structural change

in the poly-Si layer. Figure 3.15 shows the crystalline volume fraction ofthe

poly-Si layers, X,, deduced from Raman scattering measurement, as a function of

SiH4 gas flow rate at various SiH, concentrations. For each poly-Si layer, X,

decreases with an increase in SiH, flow rate. This can be attributed to the

monotonic decrease in atomic hydrogen flux during film growth, which is
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Fig. 3.15. Crystalline volume fraction of poly-Si layer (X,) at various

        SiH4 flow rate and SiH, concentrations [O 4.00/o; e 4.50/o;

        - s.oo/o; A s.so/,].

                       -* .i -evidenced by the decrease in [H.]1[SiH ], as found in Fig. 3.14. Figure 3.16

shows the XRD patterns ofthe poly-Si films deposited at the SiH, concentration

of4.50/o with various SiH, gas flow rates. As found in this figure, the (220)

diffraction peak intensity alone decreases with increasing SiH4 flow rate. The

(220) diffraction peak is very weak at a SiH, flow rate of7.5 sccm so that the

poly•-Si layer exhibits nearly random orientation, On the other hand, at a SiH4

flow rate of2.5 sccm, the poly-Si film shows strong (220) diffraction peak and

almost perfect (220) preferential orientation. In this condition, the grain size,

which is deduced from the line width ofthe (220) diffraction peak in accordance

with Scherrer's formula, reaches about 300 A. As a consequence, high

crystalline volume fraction and large (220) grains are obtained at low SiH4 flow

rates and low deposition rates. In this regime (e.g., SiH, flow rate of2.5 sccm

in Fig. 3.16), there should be sufficient atomic hydrogen for the growth of

monolayer that could be responsible for the high crystallinity of the poly-Si
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Fig. 3.16. XRD patterns ofpoly-Si layers on glass substrate deposited

        at SiH, concentration of4.50/o with different SiH, gas flow

        rates.

layer.

     Figure 3.17 shows the photovoltaic performances, V,, and J,,, ofthe solar

cells of which we discussed the SiH, flow rate and SiH4 concentration

dependence of the poly-Si layers. There is a clear correlation between

photovoltaic performance ofthe poly-Si solar cells and the crystalline volume

fraction in the poly-Si photovoltaic layer. In Fig. 3.17(a), V., tends to increase

with an increase in the SiH, flow rate from 2.5 to 6.25 sccm. Additionally, V,,

shows a monotonic increase with increasing SiH4 concentration for any SiH4

flow rate. Since crystalline volume fraction significantly decreases with an

increase in SiH4 flow rate or SiH4 concentration, the increase in V,, would be

related to the increase in the amorphous volume fraction in the poly-Si layer.

Actually, some ofthe solar cells in Figs. 3.15 and 3.17(a), e.g., those deposited at

6.25 sccm with the SiH, concentration of 5.50/o, exhibit photovoltaic

performances ofamorphous Si solar cells, namely, high V,, over O.55 Vwith
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Fig. 3.17. V,, (a) and J,, (b) of poly-Si solar cells prepared at various

SiH4 flow rate and SiH4 concentrations [O 4.00/o; e 4.50/o;

- s.oo/,; A s.so/,].

quite low J,,. Consequently, from the viewpoint ofobtaining high V.,, poly-Si

with quite high crystalline volume fraction is unlikely to be effective for the

poly-Si solar cells.

    On the other hand, a high crystalline volume fraction is found to yield a

high J,,. Comparing Fig. 3.17(b) with Fig. 3.15, J,, is around 20 mAlcm2 for X,

> 500/o. In contrast, 1,, steeply decreases with a decrease in X, when X, is below
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500/o. The relationship between J,, and the structural properties of the poly-Si

layer is also found in association with the grain size and preferential orientation.

Judging from the results of the XRD patterns of the poly-Si layers and the

corresponding photovoltaic performances, it can be considered that a high J,, is

obtained by using poly-Si photovoltaic layer with (220) preferentially oriented

large grains. In other words, the columnar structure grown along the [110]

direction is advantageous for photo-generated carrier collection.

3.3.3 Universal relationship between poly-Si mierostr"cture

     andphotovoltaic performance

     As mentioned above, V,, and J,, show opposite dependence on crystalline

volume fraction and (220) grain size. This could be identically found in the

results of deposition pressure dependence except for the solar cell prepared

below O.2 Torr. The solar cell prepared at extremely low deposition pressure,

i.e., O.08-O.2 Torr, exhibits low J,, even if the poly-Si layers has relatively high

crystalline volurne fraction. This can particularly be attribute to the change in

the (220) preferential orientation, which may be related to the deterioration of

crystallinity caused by excess atomic hydrogen flux during the fiIm growth. At

the deposition pressure of O.4-O.6 Torr, poly-Si layers with high crystalline

volume fraction and large (220) grain are obtained. These poly-Si layers yield

relatively high J,, of around 20 mAlcm2, but yield a low V,,, which is related to

an increase in carrier recombination through the poly-Si photovoltaic layer.

     In Fig. 3.18, V., and .J,, ofthe poly-Si solar cells are plotted as a function of

crystalline volume fraction, X,, deduced from Raman scattering measurement

[20]. This relationship can be obtained from the experimental results of

photovoltaic performance investigated in above three different deposition series

for poly-Si layer, i.e., deposition pressure, SiH, flow rate and SiH4 concentration.

It is noted here that all films used in this figUre basically exhibit (220)

preferential orientation, and also noted here is that (220) grain size shows

positive correlation with X, value. In Fig. 3.18, a clear universality in the
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relationship between X, and V.,, J,, is emerged, i.e., V., shows monotonic

decrease with X,, while J,, linearly increases and reaches the maximum at X, of

50-600/o. Due to the opposite tendency of these two photovoltaic paeameters

against X,, the maximum product of V., and J,, is obtained at X, as low as 500/o,

where the V,, and J,, are around O.5 V and 20 mAlcm2, respectively. The poly-

Si film with X,e-500/o also provide the highest conversion efficiency over 70/o in
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this experimental series. On of the most reliable deposition conditions for this

poly-Si film is the SiH4 flow rate of 6.25 sccm, the SiH, concentration of4.50/o

and deposition pressure ofO.8 Torr. At this condition, the deposition rate ofthe

poly-Si layer was as high as 3.8 Als. The design for light trapping structure in

the poly-Si solar cell is necessary from the view point of obtaining further higher

J,,, which will be focused in chapter V.

3.4 Summary

     A series of intrinsic poly-Si thin films for p-i-n junction solar cells has

been examined at various deposition pressures, SiH4 flow rates and SiH4

concentrations by utilizing the 100-MHz VHF-PECVD system. Changes in the

                                      . *-poly-Si microstructure have been explained m terms of the [H.]1[SiH ] ratio

                                                          *.detected by the OES measurement. In the relatively high [H.]1[SiH ] regime,

occuning at low deposition pressure (r-O.4 Torr) or low SiH, flow rate (--2.5

sccm) condition, poly-Si with high X, and strong (220) preferential orientation is

obtained. Photovoltaic performance strongly depends on their microstructures.

For obtaining high .J,,, X, }l 500/o and (220) preferential orientation are needed.

In contrast, an increase of X, over 500/o results in a noticeable reduction in V,,,

which is related to an increase in canier recombination through the poly-Si

photovoltaic layer. From the opposite tendency of U., and J,, against X,, we

found the most suitable deposition conditions in this series, and X, of the

obtained poly-Si photovoltaic layer is as low as 500/o. As a result, relatively

high V,, and J,, of around O.5 V and 20 mAlcm2 have been achieved with 3-pm

p-i-n junction solar cells and with a relatively high deposition rate of 3.8 Als for

the poly-Si photovoltaic layer.
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Chapter IV

Characterization of electronic transport
properties in poly-Si photovoltaic layer

4.1 Introduction

     It goes without saying that the electronic transport properties of

photovoltaic materials, including band structure, carrier concentration, mobility,

lifetime etc., play a significant role in determination of solar cell efficiency.

The characterization of these transport parameters is of prime importance not

only for the physical interest but also for giving a guiding principle for the

further improvement in photovoltaic performance. The basic characterization

techniques and theories of carrier transport in homogeneous single crystalline

silicon have been already established in the early stage of semiconductor science

and technology. As demonstrated in chapter III, poly-Si thin films produced by

Iow temperature PECVD process show a variety of microstructure, which

strongly depends on deposition conditions, from amorphous-like state to almost

perfect crystalline state with different crystallographic orientations. Due to

such inhomogeneous and complicated microstructure, the carrier transport

properties ofpoly-Si thin film materials is difficult to be characterized and much

less to be predicted from the known properties of the corresponding bulk
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materials. Indeed, the experimental and theoretical analysis for carrier transport

in poly-Si films are far from being perfomed sufficiently.

     Anisotropic carrier transport occurs in various polycrystalline materials,

reflecting the grain size, orientation and grain boundary. For the case of the

columnar grains oriented perpendicularly to substrate, which are often observed

in (220) preferentially orientated poly-Si thin films, the carrier transport can be

separated into components along parallel and perpendicular (along growth

direction) to substrate, as suggested by Fig. 4.1. In this case, the parallel

conductivity should be strongly affected by the grain boundaries, whereas the

perpendicular conductivity is affected very little. For PECVD produced poly-Si

thin films, such experimental results have been reported by Ko6ka et al. [1]. In

the practical p-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar cells, carrier transport along

perpendicular to substrate clearly dominates device operation, rather than that of

parallel component. Therefore the carrier transport parameters of the poly-Si

films should be characterized in the form ofsandwich electrode geometry, as like

solar cell structure.

     In chapter III, we have evolved some important roles of poly--Si

microstructure played in photovoltaic performance of poly-Si solar cells.

However, questions still remain with respect to the structural dependence of

canier transport propenies in poly-Si films. In this chapter, two
characterization techniques are introduced for the evaluation of carrier transport

parameters in poly-Si films with different microstructures. One is the AC-

conductivity, which enables us to measure the conductivity of poly-Si thin films

with sandwich electrode geometry. Another is the Time-of-Flight experiment

on the p-i-n samples being identical with the solar cells, in which the electron

and hole drift mobilities of poly-Si i-layer are deduced from the photo-current

transients. From the AC-conductivity experiments, we show the usefulness of

this technique for the individual evaluation ofelectron and hole transport. It is

also found that the carrier density and Fermi energy level in poly-Si layer are

quite sensitive to the film microstructure. Based on these results, the

relationship between electrical properties of poly-Si films and its photovoltaic
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performance is discussed. From the Time-of-Flight experiments, high hole drift

mobility of poly-Si films is demonstrated through the comparative studies on

carrier transport of poly-Si and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)

materials.

Fig. 4.1.

poly-Si growth

Schematic model for carrier fiow in poly-Si

layer along different parallel and perpendicular

Columnar crystalline grains (bright field)

amorphous tissues (dark field) are illustrated.

perpendicular transport is weakly

boundaries compared to parallel transport.

   nuclei
   (n) or (p) pc-Si

      photovoltaic

       directions.

    surrounded by

      In this case,

affected by grain

4.2 AC-conductivity experiment on poly-Si thin films

4.2.1 SmaU signal equivalent circuit

    The simplest way to deduce the conductivity ofmaterials is to measure the

DC current-voltage characteristics. In the case ofa metal/poly-Silmetal

configuration, however, we do not have the simple linear Ohm's law type

behavior, but a strongly nonlinear behavior. This is interpreted as due to the
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presence ofa depletion region acting as a contact barrier at metallpoly-Si

interfaces. Figure 4.2(a) shows the schematic band profile ofmetallpoly-Si

layers and its possible small signal equivalent circuit [1], in which the carrier

injection effect is assumed to be negligible. The two CllR components of

(Ccontact ll Rcont.ct) and (Cgeomet,y jl Rfii.) arise from the regions at contact and bulk,

respectively. The C,..,,,, and Cg,,.,,,y are determined by the depletion width at

contact and the thickness of poly-Si layer, respectively. C,,.t,,t must be much

larger than Cg,..,,,, because the depletion width at contact is generally narrower

than the sample thickness. On the other hand, R,,.,,,, is much higher than Rfii.

because ofcarrier depletion at contact region. In order to obtain the proper film

conductivity ofpoly-Si layer, which ofcourse corresponds to Rf,i., we adopted
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Fig. 42. (a) Schematic band profile of metallpoly-Si layer and its

small signal equivalent circuit. (b) Simulation results of

conductance 1/R and capacitance C ofequivalent circuit as a

function ofAC frequency.
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the AC- conductivity measurement to exclude the series R,..,.,, component [1].

The simulated result of this equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4.2(b), where

Ccontact=10-9 F, Rcontact==109 S]t, Cgeometry=iO-11 F and Rfih.=107 9 are assumed. As

found in this figure, the R,.,,,,, is dominant at low frequency regime, while the

Rfi,. corresponding to the true conductivity of poly-Si layer is dominant at high

frequency regime, where the capacitance approaches the value of Cg,,.,try[2]•

4.2.2 Etectron and hote conductivities in poly-Si layer

    Figure 4.3 shows the two sample structures consisting of ZnOln-i-

n!Sn021glass and ZnOlp-i-plSn021glass for AC-conductivity measurement. In

Fig. 4.3.
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The n-i-n structure suppresses hole fiow, so that the electron

flow is observed. Inversely, the p-i-p structure allows

observation of hole flow.
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this experiment, thickness of poly-Si i-layer was kept at 2 pm, while the film

crystallinity was changed by deposition pressure in VHF-PECVD process as

demonstrated in chapter III. Here, the flat ZnO and SnO, films were employed

as front and rear side transparent electrodes, respectively. Materials and

thickness of n- and p- layers are identical with those used for the solar cells.

The corresponding ideal band profiles ofthesejunction structures are also shown

in Fig. 4.3. For the n-i-n structure, the nli interfaces should act as barriers for

the hole extraction, and then only electrons can contribute to the current flow if

the applied voltage is much smaller than barrier height impeding hole extraction.

On the contrary, the p-i-p sample can be expected to permit only holes for the

current flow. The dark AC-conductivity was measured in the frequency range

of 50 Hz - 1 MHz under applied AC voltage of 10 mV..,. The photo
conductivity was also measured under AM 1.5 100 mWlcm2 illumination

through the Sn021glass substrate side. In Fig. 4.4, typical frequency

dependence of dark conductivity and effective permittivity, Åí,ff of the n-i-n

sample at various measurement temperatures are shown. The true conductivity

ofpoly-Si layer for each temperature can be found at frequencies at which the E,ff

approaches a proper value of E,ff(Si)=(C,.,..,..d/E.S)=12, where d is the sample

thickness, E, is the vacuum dielectric constant and S is the sample area. The

conductivity exhibits a power-low (oc f2) frequency dependence at the high

frequency regime being independent ofmeasurement temperature, which might

be ascribed to the electrode resistance.

     The temperature dependence ofdark-conductivity measured for poly-Si i-

layers with different crystalline volume fractions (X,--500/o and -800/o) in a

temperature range of 100-400 K is shown in Fig. 4.5. Both ofthese poly-Si

films exhibit (220) preferential crystallographic orientation. Figure 4.5 also

demonstrates the dark-conductivity measured for the n-i-n and thep-i-p samples.

A remarkable difference in the dark-conductivity behaviors ofthese two poly-Si

i-layers is observed. Concerning the poly-Si film with X,e-500/o, the activation

energies ofthe dark-conductivity, Åí,, which is deduced from the Arrhenius plot at

the higher temperature regime (300-400 K), are almost identical around O.55 eV
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 conductivity and

sample at various

for both n-i-n andp-i-p samples. Since the activation energy of the dark

conductivity is a good approximation of the energy separation between the Fermi

level and band edge for the carrier transport, this result suggests that the Fermi

Ievel locates at the center ofbad gap and this material is truly intrinsic. For the

poly-Si with X,-800/o, on the other hand, a strong sample structure dependence of

dark conductivity can be found, i.e., E, for n-i-n is much smaller than that for
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p-i-p, indicating that the Ferrni level is close to conduction band edge, and this

material is rather n-type.

     This experiment is extended to the electrical 'characterization ofpoly-Si

films with a wide variety ofmicrostructure. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of

the activation energy (E,) and photo-sensitivity (o,h/ad) for n-i-n and p-i-p
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samples as a function of deposition pressure. In the top view graph, the

crystalline volume fraction (X,) and corresponding (220) orientation factor

(I(22o/I(m)) ofthe poly-Si i-layers are also plotted. In Fig 4.6, a clear correlation

between E, and a,h/od is found. When the poly-Si film exhibits high crystalline

volume fraction and strong (220) preferential orientation as deposited at O.4 or
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Conductivity activation energies (E.) and photo-•sensitivities

(6,Vod) as a function of deposition pressure for poly-Si
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Corresponding data of crystalline volume fraction, X,, and

crystallographic orientation factor, I(22o/I(mp are also plotted

m top vlew.
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O.6 Torr, E, and a,h/ad show very low values for n-i-n samples, whereas both of

them show very high values forp-i-p samples. The low E, for electron transport

and high E, for hole transport indicate that these high X, films exhibit n-type

character, which is consistent with the fact that high a,"od is obtained only forp-

i-p samples; photo-generated minority canier in the `n-type' layer plays a crucial

role in determining o,i/od. In contrast, E, and o,h/od for both sample structures

tend to decrease as the film becomes random orientation, implying that these

films exhibit poor quality in terms of the short canier lifetime. In this

experimental series, the exact intrinsic poly-Si film with high photo-sensitivity is

obtained only at O.8 torr, where crystalline volume fraction of poly-Si film is as

low as 500/o with (220) preferential orientation.

4.2.3 Influence of]7tm conductivity on pkotovoltaic performance

     It has been reported that the origin of above-mentioned n-type character

observed in highly crystallized poly-Si films is attributed either to intrinsic

nature or to the electrically active oxygen-related complex [3,4]. In general, it

is widely accepted that the oxygen-related donors concentrate at grain

boundaries of poly-Si films [5] and also give rise to similar defect energy

distribution as SilSi02 interface [6]. The idea of extrinsic activation of grain

boundaries in the poly-Si films is supported by the results of thickness

dependence of photovoltaic performance.

     Figure 4.7 shows the photovoltaic performance ofpoly-Si solar cells as a

function ofpoly-Si i-layer thickness in the range of 1.0-5.6 pm, in which the

different poly-Si layers is compared forX, of500/o and 800/o. The structure of

the solar cells prepared in this experiment is Ag-gridlZnOlp-i-nlZnOIAglglass.

For the i-layer thickness below 3 um, J,, linearly increases with increasing

thickness. Additionally, no significant difference is found in the increasing rate

ofJ,, between X, of 500/o and 800/o. However, J,, rapidly starts to decrease at the

thickness above 3 pm for the solar cell with X,--800/o, whereas it still gradually

increases at the thickness above 5 pm for the solar cell with X,--500/o. On the
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Photovoltaic performance of poly-Si solar cells with

different i-layer crystalline volume fractions [closed

symbol: X,e-500/o, open symbol: X,-800/o] as a function of i-

layer thickness. Dashed lines are calculated results

obtained by two-dimensional grain boundary model with

grain size LG of O.Ol pm, surface recombination velocity at

grain boundary SG, of 10 cmls and effective donor
concentration at grain boundary NG, of 1Oi3 cm'3 (Model A).

The solid lines are also calculated results with LG=O.Ol pm,

SGB=20 cmls and N,,=10i6 cm'3 (Model B) .
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other hand, V., and FF significantly decrease with an increase in the i-layer

thickness. Particularly, for any i-layer thicknesses, V., for X,-800/o is always

lower than that for X,--500/o. These experimental results can be explained in

terms of following two factors. First is based on the experimental data that

films with X,-500/o exhibit intrinsic character (o,-10" Slcm), while films with

X,-800/o exhibit n-type character (6,-JIO` Slcm). Secondly, poly-Si films with

high crystalline volume fraction are supposed to contain defects with a high

density. The lines shown in Fig. 4.7 are the simulation results, which are

based on the two dimensional grain boundary model described in chapter II.

Here, the solid lines (model A: intrinsic) indicate simulation results calculated

with the grain size LG=O.Ol pm, surface recombination velocity at grain

boundary SG,=10 cmls and the effective donor concentration at grain boundary

N.,=10'3 cm'3. For dotted line data (model B: n-type), LG=O.Ol pm, SGB :20

cmls and NGB=10i6 cm-3 are assumed. The parameters used in simulations for

model A and B are assumed on the basis of the measured electron conductivities

of poly-Si layers for X,--500/o and X,--800/o, respectively. The corresponding

macroscopic dark conductivities of these modeled i-layers can be simply

calculated using following expression

        N(JB Ax

Od=9#e '          L(J
(4.1)

where q denotes the elemental charge, p, the electron mobility and zix the grain

boundary width. In this simulation, #,=90 cm2fVs and Ax =O.1 nm are assumed.

The electron concentration and dark conductivity are then calculated as n==1O'i

cm-3, 6d--1O"Slcm for model A and n=1Oi4 cm'3, od---10'` S!cm for model B,

respectively. As found in Fig. 4.7, simulation results ofmodel A and B show

reasonable agreement with the experimental data ofX,-J500/o and 800/o,
respectively. Further information can be derived' by the investigation ofthe

carrier recombination profile obtained by simulation. Figure 4.8 shows the

calculated recombination rate of carriers along the grain boundary position for
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both cases ofmodel A and B at short circuit condition and at forward applied

voltage `M ofO.43 V. In this simulation, the i-layer thickness is set at 5.0 ptm.

In short circuit condition (V=O V), canier recombination rate in model B is much

higher than that ofmodel A particularly adjacent to iln interface. Since the hole

mobility is assumed to be constant for both models, the considerable

recombination loss ofphoto-generated carriers found in model B is ascribed to
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Calculated carrier recombination rate profiles [dashed lines
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For model B, a different position-dependent canier

recombination is observed between V=O V and V--V,,, as

schematically shown in right diagram.
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the higher SGB as well as to lower built-in electric filed in the i-layer due to n-

type character. This eflrect leads to the reduction of the effective canier

diffusion length, which would be responsible for the lower J,, of poly-Si solar

cell with high crystalline volume fraction. The situation is quite different at

V=O.43 V at which forward applied voltage is nearly close to open circuit

condition. Model B reveals that the intensive carrier recombination takes place

near the p!i interface at V=O.43 V. Due to its n-type character, the built-in

electric field should concentrate at pli interface, where the carries are depleted.

Therefore, carrier density at this depletion region is dramatically increased by

forward bias application. Since the recombination rate depends on the product

of majority carrier density and minority carrier density, holes are likely to

recombine with `majority' electrons at the depletion region via the defective

grain boundaries. This effect would be responsible for that the V,, for X,-800/o

is always lower than that for X,--500/o.

4.3 Time-of-Flightexperimentonpoly•-Sithinfilms

4.3.1 Experimentalsetup

     The Time-of-Flight experiment for the study of carrier transport properties

has been frequently performed on the low-carrier-mobility materials such as

amorphous based materials and organic semiconductors or insulators [7-11].

However, only few experiments of this technique have been applied to low-

temperature poly-Si thin film materials [12]. This is due to some dififTiculties in

fulfi11ing Time-of-Flight conditions validity for the poly-Si materials.

     As a principle of Time-of-Flight experiments, electron-hole pairs are

injected at one-side surface of samples by light excitation with a short flash and

short penetration depth, and then one signed carriers (electron or hole) are drifted

across the sample thickness by an externally applied field. The drifting carriers

generate a displacement current at the both sides of sample electrodes, which
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induces a current in the external circuit. If the transit time of drifting carrier

traveling from one side surface to another is detected, one can simply derive the

carrier drift mobility (lttd) by using following formula,

iU,-di(t,F)- d2/(t,v), (4.2)

where d is the sample thickness, tT the transit time of drift carrier, 1[7 the electric

field, Vthe sum ofthe built-in potential and the extemally applied voltage. The

crucial point in using this relation is that homogeneous and uniform electric field

throughout the sample has to be maintained at least the time scale from voltage

application to finishing the transit-time measurement. In this respect, the

material dielectric relaxation time (t.) should be much longer than the carrier

transition time, i.e., tD>>tT. If this condition is not fu1fi11ed, the equilibrium

majority carriers are redistributed, resulting in inhomogeneous and non-uniform

electric field inside the sample. Since the dielectric relaxation time depends on

the material conductivity, t.=sta, where Åí is the dielectric constant and o is the

dark conductivity, the highly conductive materials may encounter tD>>tT limitation.

For practical measurement, t.>1 ps may be essential, and then o of poly-Si

samples should be lower than 10-6 Slcm. As described in the previous section,

however, AC-conductivity measurement reveals that the poly-Si films with high

crystalline volume fraction typically show strong n-type character and high dark

conductivity over 10" Slcm at room temperature. Time-of-Flight experiment is

no longer applicable to these highly conductive materials. On the other hand,

poly-Si films with estimated crystalline volume fraction, X,-500/o, which are of

great interest with respect to high quality materials for the solar cells, show

relatively low dark conductivity below 10" Slcm and then they fortunately

satisfy above-mentioned tD>>t, condition. Accordingly, the carrier transport in

this device-grade poly-Si photovoltaic material was evaluated by Time-of-Flight

experiment. The device grade a-Si:H film was also evaluated for verification

test ofmeasurement system as well as for comparison with poly-Si films.

     For poly-Si films, the electron-drift-mobility measurement was performed
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on a 1-mm2 solar cell consisting ofZnO/p-i (5.6 pm)-nlflat-Sn021glass structure

with excitation Iight through the p-layer side. The hole-drift-mobility
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measurement was also made on this sample with excitation light through the n-

layer side. For a-Si:H films, the measurement conditions and sample structure

are same as that for poly-Si sample but the different 3.5 pm and 1.8 pm thick a-

Si:H i-layers were used for electron- and hole-drift-mobility measurement,

respectively. Figure 4.9 illustrates the schematic diagram of Time-of-Flight

measurement system. The typical current transient obtained by this
measurement is also shown. A 300 ps flash light form N,-dye pulse laser with a

wavelength of 480 nm was used as an excitation light source. The incoming

light was divided by a beam splitter into incident light on the sample and on a

fast p-i-n photo-detector used for an optical trigger. The light pulse is timed to

arrive at the sample surface a few handled nanoseconds after the reverse voltage

pulse application, which is controlled by the delay generator. This delay time,

td,i,, is to keep waiting for the laser flash until the CR current decay approaches

zero level. In addition, for maintaining uniformity of applied field until the

transit-time measurement completes, td,i,y was set at about 100 nanosecond,

which is much less than dielectric relaxation time. The extemal signal current,

which is induced by drifting photo-generated carriers inside the sample, is

monitored through the current in 50 st loading resistor by the 500 MHz

bandwidth digital oscilloscope. A large amount of the excess charge injection

might disturb the homogeneous electric field inside the sample, therefore, the

excitation light intensity is attenuated to reduce the injection charge (e) being

much less than the accumulated charge (CV) at the both electrodes induced by

the externally applied reverse bias voltage.

4.3.2 Etectron and Itole transport in poly-Sifilms

     The observation ofa carrier transit time t, is the first objective of this

experiment. The electron (a) and hole (b) current transients ofpoly-Si sample

measured at 300 K and at different applied voltage (4, 6, 8 V) are shown in Fig.

4.10. The t, ofthe injected carriers can be determined from the kink appearing

in the transient curves plotted in log-log scale. Since the both electron and hole
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Electron and hole current transients of 5.6 pm-thick poly-Si

sample measured at room temperature for different applied

voltage. Transit time is deduced from the crossing point of

the fitted lines.

current transients are measured for the poly-Si sample with same thickness, the

transit time of electrons is found to be slightly faster than that of holes if we

compare electron transient with hole transient under the same applied voltage

condition. As the applied voltage increases, for electron and hole transients, the

initial current maximum steadily increases while the transit time tT decreases.

Corresponding electron and hole drift mobilities can be estimated in accordance

with definition in eq. (4.2). In Fig. 4.11, d21t, for electron and hole are plotted

as a function of applied voltage in the range of 1.5-9.0 V. For both data, d21t, is
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              drift mobilities.

proportional to applied voltage. From the slope ofthese fitted straight lines, the

electron and hole drift mobilities are estimated as #d,=5.5 cm21Vs and #dh==1.4

cm21Vs, respectively.

     The second interest oftransport parameter is the canier Iifetime. Figure

4.12 shows the electron and hole collected charges e for the poly-Si sample,

which correspond to the integration of respective current transients, as a function

of the applied electric filed (F). The circles plotted in Fig. 4.12 are

experimental e-F data obtained by Time-of-Flight experiment. It is found that

collected electron and hole charges rapidly increase with an increase in applied

field and approach the respective saturation levels at Fr-5Å~103 V/cm for electron

and at F-1.5Å~1O` Vlcm for hole. The lines also shown in Fig 4.12 are the fitted

curves using Hecht expression [13,14] given by

e . e. #dTddF [1 - exp(- pt,Td,F )] '
(4.3)
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where e, is the total charge generated by light pulse, and T, is the deep trapping

lifetime ofthe drifting carrier inside the sample. From the fitting results, using

eq. (4.3), the mobility-lifetime products for electrons and holes are estimated as

4Å~1O-' cm21V and 1.1Å~1O" cm2t'V, respectively.

    These important transport parameters ofpoly-Si sample measured at room

temperature are listed in Table 4.1, together with those ofa--Si:H samples

measured under the same conditions used for poly-Si sample . The estimated

electron and hole drift mobilities ofa-Si:H samples are O.83 cm21Vs and 8.5Å~1O'3

cm21Vs, respectively. In a-Si:H samples, the hole drift mobility is much lower

than the electron drift mobility. These values are almost consistent with those

reported for conventional a-Si:H films [9,15-17]. No significant difference is

found in electron drift mobility between for poly-Si and a-Si:H samples.
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Table4.1.List of transport parameters of poly-Si and a-Si:H

        samples obtained by Time-of-Flight experiments.

trans ort arameters poly-Si a-Si:H a-Si:H [ref.]

elec. drift mobility:(cm2fVs) 5.5
hole drift mobility:(cm2/iVs) 1.4
elec.mobility-lifetimeproduct:(cm21V) 4.0Å~10"

hole mobility-lifetime product : (cm21V) 1 . 1 Å~ 1 O-'

O.83

8.5Å~1o-3

3.2Å~1o-8

5.3Å~1o-9

1.0 [9]
1.0Å~1O-3 [g]

1.8Å~1O-7 [18]

3.7Å~10-8 [18]

Surprisingly, however, hole drift mobility for poly-Si sample is by more than two

orders of magnitude higher than that for a-Si:H sample. If we compare the

mobility-lifetime product, both electron and hole udT, for poly-Si sarnple are by

one or two orders ofmagnitude higher than those for a-Si:H samples.

     Figure 4.13 shows the hole photocurrent transients measured at different

temperature for poly-Si (a) and a-Si:H (b) samples. In poly-Si samples, firstly,

the temperature dependence is found in current transient but it remains non-

dispersive character and clear kink appears even at 200 K. In a-Si:H sample, on

the other hand, it is evident that the current transients become progressively more

dispersive and the transit times progressively longer at low temperature regime.

At a temperature of280 K, no clear kink is found in the current transient of a-

Si:H, therefore, drift mobility is not measurable in this time scale. Figure 4.14

shows the temperature dependence of hole-drift mobilities for both samples

deduced from above-mentioned current transients. Also shown in Fig.4.14 is

the temperature dependence ofelectron drift mobility. All ofthe mobilities

show thermally activated behaviors being independent ofmaterial and carrier

type. In a-Si:H samples, the activation energies ofO.11 eV and O.23 eV are

deduced for the electron and hole drift mobilities, respectively, which are also

consistent with those reported on conventional a-Si:H materials [9,15-17]. In

poly-Si sample, on the other hand, temperature dependence ofhole drift mobility

is much smaller than that for a-Si:H sample, and estimated activation energy of
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hole drift mobility is O.11 eV which is almost identical with that ofelectron drift

mobility.

    The temperature dependent hole transport in a-Si:H material reveals strong

dispersive character at temperature below 380 K, which is interpreted as
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multiple-trapping carrier transport [19,20]. The main feature of this model is

that drifting carriers interact with an exponentially decreasing distribution of

localized states extending into band gap, in which the caniers transit inside the

material over many events of trapping and thermal re-emission. The carrier

drift mobility is determined by both densities of free carriers and trapped carriers

in the vicinity ofband edge [20]. Hole drift mobility can be described as

                 pf                      , (4.4)       ptd == ptf
               pf +p,
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where #f is the free hole mobility, i.e., mobility at the valence band edge state,

and pf and p, are the densities of free holes at the extended state and trapped

holes at the localized state, respectively. Since the trapped charge density p, in

eq. (4.4) is generally regarded as an exponential function of inverse temperature,

the influence ofp, on drift mobility is then progressively significant at low

temperature regime. Therefore, temperature dependence of hole drift mobility

strongly reflects the localized states in the vicinity ofvalence band edge. Non-

dispersive feature and low activation energy in poly-Si hole drift mobility would

then imply the lower density oflocalized states. From a theoretical work, it has

been reported that hydrogen composition in amorphous network determines the

energy of valence band edge, whereas the energy of conduction band edge is

independent of it. Based on this theory, it can be speculated that the hydrogen

content in the films is tightly correlated with the hole transport properties in

valence band [211. Actually, the high hole drift mobility #,-- O.2 cm21Vs was

reported in a-Si:H materials prepared with a `chemical annealing' treatment, in

which the hydrogen content is lower than conventional a-Si:H [22]. As one of

the possible reasons, the high hole drift mobility observed in poly-Si film may be

attributed to the relatively low hydrogen content in poly-Si films.

     Once again, the hole drift mobility for poly-Si film shows a significantly

higher value than that for a-Si:H film, which may be responsible for the results

of high performance in the p-i-n poly-Si solar cells. As shown in previous

section, J,, of poly-Si solar cells steadily increases with poly-Si thickness above

5 pm where built-in field decreases as low as 1 kVlcm. Since high J,, is

attributed to the enhancement in long wavelength response, which is confirmed

by spectral response measurement, the effective hole diffUsion length is longer

than thickness ofpoly-Si photovoltaic layer (> 5 pm) even at relatively such low

built-in field. This is also specific feature in poly-Si materials because the

carrier collection behavior in a-Si:H solar cells is more field dependent.

Therefore, it can be concluded that carrier transport in poly-Si material is

dominated by crystalline phase and not by amorphous phase, nevertheless the

film exhibits relatively low crystalline volume fraction.
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4.4 Summary

     AC-conductivity measurement technique is proposed as a powerfu1 tool for

evaluating the carrier transport along perpendicular direction as well as for

determining the electron and hole conductivities individually. It has been found

that the Fermi energy level in the poly-Si films is quite sensitive against to film

microstructure. From the results of temperature dependent AC-conductivity,

poly-Si layers with relatively low crystalline volume fraction, X,-500/o and (220)

preferential orientation exhibit truly intrinsic character like intrinsic c-Si material,

leading to the high performance solar cells. In contrast, poly-Si layers with

high X,e-800/o and (220) preferential orientation exhibit n-type character with an

activation energy of less than O.15 eV, which is likely to be associated with the

oxygen-related donor at grain boundary. Experimental and simulation results

suggest that poly-Si solar cells with high X, result in lower V,, due to n-type

character and further electrical activation at grain boundaries. In order to gain

more insight into the carrier transport, Time-of-Flight experiments are performed

on a device-grade poly-Si film of X,e-500/o with a complete p-i-n sample

configuration. A significant difference is found in hole transport between poly-

Si and a-Si:H materials. The temperature dependence ofhole drift mobility has

revealed that hole transport in poly-Si films shows non-dispersive transport even

at 200 K, while that in a-Si:H films is quite dispersive below 380 K. The hole

drift mobility for poly-Si films is estimated as 1.4 cm21Vs at room temperature,

which is by more than two orders of magnitude higher than that for conventional

a--Si:H films.
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Chapter V

Light trapping technique and rear side
interface properties of poly-Si thin film
solar cells

5.1 Introduction

     Since poly-Si is an indirect band gap material and has low optical

absorption coefficient in the visible-infrared region, the light trapping in thin

film poly-Si layer by using textured substrate is one of the most important

technical issues for achievement of high short circuit current. The key

requirement for textured substrate is to realize the sufficient light trapping to

enhance the path length of the incident light in thin film poly-Si photovoltaic

layer, and reduce the weak-absorbable light getting out again from the surface of

solar cell. However, one needs to take into account the influence of substrate

texture not only on the light trapping but also on poly-Si microstructure, because

the substrate surface morphology 1argely dominates the preferential growth of

poly-Si photovoltaic layer [1,2]. So far, only few .studies have been reported

for the optimum design of substrate texture to realize further improvement of the

photovoltaic performance ofpoly-Si solar cells [1-5].

     For amorphous silicon solar cells, textured Sn02 has been widely used as a
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front transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer due to its controllability of

surface morphology as well as good light trapping performance [6]. We expect

that the textured Sn02 could be utilized for the light trapping even in the

substrate-type poly-Si solar cells as a novel back reflector with a structure of

ZnOIAglSnO, triple layers.

    A series of the poly-Si solar cells has been fabricated on differently

textured ZnOIAg!SnO,lglass substrates, in order to find the optimum textured

substrate and realize the effective light trapping in the poly-Si solar cells. In

this chapter, a systematic investigation has been carried out concerning the

dependence of poly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic performance on substrate

texture as a function of root mean square roughness of substrate surface. It has

been demonstrated that the substrate texture directly affects the poly-Si

preferential growth on it. Some detail discussions will be also given on the

carrier transport behavior particularly near the junction interface between poly-

Si photovoltaic layer and textured substrate. Finally, the performance ofp-i-n

junction poly-Si solar cell with the highest conversion efficiency achieved

throughout this work is demonstrated with an optimum poly-Si layer thickness

as well as an optimum textured substrate.

5.2 Preparationoftexturedsubstrateforlighttrapping

5.2.I ZnO/Ag/SnO, textured back reflector

    A series of four substrates with different surface texture was prepared and

then used as the back reflector ofpoly--Si solar cells. For these substrates, a

highly reflective ZnO(1000 A)/Ag(2000 A) double layer was formed on

differently textured SnO,(7000-10000 A)/glass substrates (Asahi Glass

Company). For comparison, ZnO/Aglglass was also prepared as a flat substrate.

A cross-sectional image of a typical ZnOIAglSnO,lglass substrate is displayed in

Fig. 5.1, which was taken by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
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Fig. 5.1. Cross-sectional SEM image of typical ZnO!AglSn021glass

        textured substrate for solar cell.

formation of ZnOIAg textured layers, which directly refiect the Sn02 surface

with a native pyramid-like shape, can be observed.

     Figure 5.2 displays the surface morphologies of five kind of substrates ((a)-

(e)) used in this experiment, which were characterized by atomic force

microscope (AFM) measurement. These AFM pictures clearly show that the

surface morphology of ZnO/AglSn021glass substrate are systematically

controlled by changing the roughness of textured Sn02 layer. Figure 5.3

represents the roughness height distributions ofthe back reflectors deduced from

AFM data in Fig. 5.2, in which (a) corresponds to the surface of flat

ZnOIAglglass substrate and (b)-(e) correspond to the surface of textured

ZnOIAglSnO,!glass substrates. The roughness height distribution of each

substrate is well fitted by Gaussian function with the different mean heights and

standard deviations. The substrate surface roughness is characterized by the

root mean square (RMS) rouglmess, a. The RMS roughness ofthese substrates

are estimated as (a) 26 nm, (b) 34 nm, (c) 38 nm, (d) 46 nm and (e) 55 nm,

respectively.
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Flat: ZnO/Ag/glass

Texture : ZnO/Ag/Sn02/glass

Fig. 5.2. AFM surface images offlat ZnOIAglglass (a) and textured

ZnOIAglSn021glass (b)-(e) substrates. The root mean

square (RMS) roughness ofeach substrate is also indicated.
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    Fig. 5.3. Height distributions of flat ZnOIAglglass (a) and textured

             ZnOIAglSnO,!glass (b)-(e) substrates measured by AFM.

             Solid lines are fitted result to Gaussian fUnction. The root

             mean square (RMS) roughness, o, and peak center, d., of

             each distribution are also indicated.

5. 2.2 Li.oht trapping effect

     First of all, the light scattering properties ofthe series ofback reflectors are

evaluated. Figure 5.4 shows the typical reflectance spectra of the 3 pm-thick

solar cells formed on flat ZnO/Aglglass and differently textured
ZnOIAglSn021glass substrates. The solar cells of which poly-Si photovoltaic

layer exhibits (220) preferential crystallographic orientation and approximately

500/e crystalline volume fraction, which yields relatively high photovoltaic

performances, as demonstrated in chapter III. The reflectance ofsolar cells was

measured by spectrophotometer using spherical integrator. In Fig. 5.4, the

o=26nm
d=I07 nm

d
rn

=

6=34nm
147 nm

m o=38nm
d =145nmm o--46nm

d =239nmm
'F

o=55nm
d =253nmm
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minimum reflectance is found to be almost OO/o at a wavelength (X) of around 530

nm for all samples, which is attributed to an anti-reflective effect due to the 80-

nm thick TCO top layer. The reflectance and interference amplitude at X > 650

nm steadily decrease with an increase in o. Concerning the solar cell with o =

55 nm, refiection interference at long wavelength regime almost disappears, and

reflectance at 800 nm reduces by more than 200/o in comparison with that of flat

back refiector. This result indicates that the infrared light at X > 650 penetrated

to back surface is significantly scattered by the textured back reflector and

effectively absorbed in the poly-Si layer.
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Fig. 5.4. Reflectance spectra ofthe 3 ptm-thick solar cells formed on

flat ZnOIAglglass (o = 26 nm) and differently textured

ZnOIAglSnO,lglass (a == 38, 46, 55 nm) substrates.
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5.3 Influence of substrate texture on microstructure
    photovoltaic performance of poly-Si solar cells

and

5.3.I Light trapping grain in short circuit current

    Figure 5.5 shows the spectral responses ofpoly-Si solar cells with typical

three kind ofsubstrates (a = 26, 38, 55 nm). All quantum efficiency (eE)

spectra show spectral peaks at around 600 nm with peak efficiencies of>800/o

and no significant difference in the short wavelength regime. Compared to the

solar cell on flat ZnOIAg!glass (o= 26 nm), high eE at long wavelength regime

can be observed for the solar cells formed on textured ZnOIAg/SnO,lglass

substrates with the a == 38 nm. A clear improvement in the long wavelength

responses is also found in the inset ofFig. 5.5 in which the eE at X =800 nm
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Fig. 5.5.

            Wavelength (nm)

External quantum effriciency (eE) spectra of the 3 pm-thick

solar cells formed on flat ZnOIAglglass (o = 26 um) and

differently textured ZnOIAglSnO,lglass (a == 38 and 55 nm)

substrates. Inset shows eE at 800 nm plotted against a.
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shows an increase up to nearly 600/o with increasing the a from 26 to 38 nm.

However, a further increase in acauses a decrease in eE at X > 600 nm.

     Figure 5.6 shows the poly-Si photovoltaic performance, (a) short circuit

current density J,,, and (b) open circuit voltage V,,, as a fimction of aofsubstrate.

With an increase in o from 26 to 38 nm, 1,, increases by about 3 mAlcm2 and

reaches the maximum value of nearly 24 mAlcm2, then rapidly decreases above

                   26

                E 24
                S 22
                g. 2o
                bth Is

                      (b)
                A O.51
                l
                 go.so                >

                  O.49

                                                50               .,ti2(C-' .e "/([)/'--z' 1!:,

               "Xv A/ 42 b"
                              -                  2•4 Ar'- A 40
                                                38

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
    RMS roughness o (nm)

Fig. 5.6. J,, (a) and V., (b) ofpoly-Si solar cells as a function of RMS

roughness of substrate. The ratio of (220) and (111)

integrated X-ray diffraction intensities Ie2o)II(m) (closed

circle), together with RMS roughness of poly-Si front

surface of (open triangle), are also plotted (c). The lines

are guides for the eyes.
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the a of 38 nm. Compared to the corresponding eE spectra (Fig. 5.5), it is

found that the resulting 1,, values are mostly determined by the Iong wavelength

responses. V., also shows a sharp decrease at a > 38 nm where J,, starts to

decrease. At o S 38 nm, V., is almost unchanged against aand keeps relatively

high values of around O.51 V. We therefore find a most suitable substrate for

poly-Si solar cell in this experimental series, i.e., ZnOIAglSnO,/glass with a of

38 nm.

     In order to investigate the influence of substrate texture on poly-Si

microstructure, XRD measurements were performed on the poly-Si films

deposited on differently textured substrates. In the bottom view of Fig. 5.6, the

ratio of (220) and (1 1 1) integrated diffraction intensities, I(22o/I(m), which gives a

clear indication of the degree of (220) preferential orientation of the poly-Si layer,

is also plotted against the o of substrate. Additionally, poly-Si front surface

RMS roughness, af, measured by AFM is also plotted. All poly-Si films

basically exhibit (220) preferential orientation with Ia,o)II(m) values in the range

of2.4-2.8. It is found that a significant structural change in poly-Si layer takes

place at o >38 nm, i.e., the I(22,)II(,,,) rapidly decreases and the poly-Si front

surface roughness increases simultaneously. The decrease in Io2o)II(m) is mainly

due to the decrease in J(22o). On the other hand, poly-Si surface morphology

seems to be directly refiected by substrate texture at 6 >38 nm. Since the both

J,, and V.. show a noticeable decrease at o >38 nm, these results are likely to

suggest that the structural transition in the poly-Si layer attributed to the

roughness of the substrate are responsible for the change in poly-Si photovoltaic

performance.

5.3.2 Carrier transport in poly-Si tayer near tlte textured substrate

     Although the highly textured ZnOIAglSnO, back refiector shows the

excellent light trapping properties, it tends to deteriorate the photovoltaic

performance ofpoly-Si solar cells. This would be related to the change in poly-

Si (220) preferential growth caused by roughness ofsubstrate surface. It is well
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known that the poly-Si films with (220) preferential orientation basically possess

columnar structure [7,8]. Namely, the growth direction ofploy-Si film should

be perpendicular to the local surface ofthe substrate. The decrease in I(22o)II(m)

shown in Fig. 5.6 implies that the growth direction ofthe poly--Si film tends to be

perpendicular to the slant surface but not to substrate itself. Such diagonally

oriented columnar growth may occur the collision with the growth of

neighboring grain [1], which can be partially observed in a cross-sectional SEM

image of poly-Si!textured substrate (o =55 nm) interface shown in Fig. 5.7.

This growth collision of poly-Si grains would create many grain boundaries and

related defects particularly near the textured substrate surface. This hypothesis
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Fig. 5.7. Cross-sectional SEM image (top) and schematic illustration

of growth collision (bottom) of poly-Si layer near textured

substrate (a =55 nm). Arrows indicate growth directions

ofpoly-Si grains.
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is supported by the studies of the filed-dependent carrier collection that gives

some information about the carrier recombination through the photovoltaic layer

[9]. In order to detect the magnitude ofcarrier recombination near the rear side

junction of solar cell, poly-Si solar cells directly formed on textured Sn021glass

substrate were prepared. With this sample structure, the spectral response can

be measured by rear side illumination through the glass substrate as well as by

usual front side illumination through the top TCO layer. In this experiment, a

fiat SnO,lglass substrate (o = 20 nm) and two differently textured Sn02!glass

substrates (a = 57, 84 nm) were used to investigate the texture effect. A

scheme of this idea js illustrated in Fig 5.8. In order to examine the field-

dependent carrier collection behavior, the 2E spectra under applied reverse bias

voltage of -1 V are demonstrated in the form eE(-1 V)!eE(O V), i.e., normalized

by corresponding spectra under short circuit condition, as also demonstrated in

chapter III. Figure 5.9 shows the eE(-1 V)leE(O V) spectra of the solar cells

formed on the three SnO,lglass substrates with different o. This figure also

provides a comparison of eE(-1 V)leE(O V) spectra for p-side (front)

illumination and those for n-side (rear) illumination. In p-side illumination case,

eE(-1 V)/eE(O V) increases especially at long wavelength regime with an

increase in the o of SnO,/glass substrate, implying the reduction in canier

diffusion length. The effect of substrate texture on spectral response reveals

more clearly by illuminating through n-side of the solar cell. In n-side

illumination case, eE(-1 V)!eE(O V) markedly increases especially at short

wavelength regime with an increase in the oofSn021glass substrate. Since the

short wavelength light (X--500 nm) can penetrate only O.5 pm or Iess, the

detected eE(-1 V)leE(O V) should refiect the hole transport in poly-Si layer just

adjacent to the Sn02 surface. These results are strong evidence for that the

highly textured substrate gives rise to deterioration in carrier transport (hole in

this case) and increase in carTier recombination at rear junction side.

Consequently, it is reasonable to assign the carrier recombination at rear junction

side to the grain boundaries formed by growth collision of poly-Si grains

attributed to surface morphologies oftextured substrate. An alternative possible
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explanation is the enhancement in surface recombination related to the increase

in the effective area of substrate surface. However, the Sn021glass used in this

experiment is widely employed as TCO substrate for amorphous silicon solar

cells (typically substrate with o =57 nm), and there is no disadvantage in carrier

transport by using this substrate in amorphous silicon solar cells. This

interpretation may not stand good, so far as our experimental results are

concerned.

Front (p) -side
 illumination
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 e
glass

 flat
1.
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  e
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E•r,fik.<,:).:le

Fig. 5.8. Structure of poly-Si solar cell sandwiched by TCO layers

for spectral response measurement with probe light

illumination from front or rear side. Poly-Si solar cells on

a fiat Sn021glass (a = 20 nm) and two kinds of differently

textured Sn021glass (a= 57, 84 nm) were prepared.
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Close and open symbols indicate the eE(-1 V)!eE(O V)

with front and rear side illumination, respectively.

Strong field-dependence of eE(-1 V)leE(O V) are observed

at short wavelengths for a> 57 nm and for n-side
illumination, indicating that photo-generated holes

considerably recombine near the nli interface as
schematically shown in bottom diagram.
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5.4 Optimization of poly- Si i-layer thickness

    As discussed in chapter II, the thickness of poly-Si photovoltaic layer is

required to be designed as thin as possible to reduce the carrier recombination for

obtaining higher V., and FF. In order to obtain highly effricient poly-Si p-i-n

solar cells, therefore, achievement of high J,, with thin i-layer is of prime

importance by using effective light trapping technique. Based on a systematic

investigation of light trapping effect by means of ZnOfAgfSn02fglass textured

substrate, the optimum substrate is found to show the RMS surface roughness of

38 nm. Employing this textured substrate, the optimum thickness of poly-Si i-

layer is explored.

     Figure 5.1O shows the poly-Si photovoltaic performance as a function of

poly-Si i-layer thickness in the range of 1.2-5.6 pm. For comparison, the data

ofpoly-Si solar cells with fiat ZnOIAglglass substrate are also plotted in this

figure. J,, rapidly increases with an increase in i-layer thickness and tends to

saturate at the thickness over 3 pm. Surprisingly, J,, does not decrease in this

thickness range and approaches about 27 mAlcm2 at the thickness of5.6 pm,

where the J,, values are almost identical for the solar cells with and without

textured substrate. At thirmer i-layer side, on the other hand, textured substrate

effectively improves 1,,. Figure 5.11 provides a comparison of eE spectra for

different i-layer thickness (d= 2.5, 5.6 pm) with textured substrate. The eE

spectrum of2.5-pm thick poly-Si solar cell is much lower than that of5.6-pm

solar cell at wavelength over 700 nm, which can be simply ascribed to optical

absorption loss. Thus, this ZnO/AglSnO, textured substrate can not completely

trap the infrared light into 2.5-pm thick i-layer. Further improvement ofJ,,

with thin film i-layer might be expected ifthe highly textured substrates which

do not deteriorate the poly-Si preferential growth are developed. In contrast,

V,, and FF show similar dependence on i-layer thickness, being regardless ofthe

substrate texture, they monotonically decrease with an increase in i-Iayer

thickness. In consequence, conversion efficiency (n), which is determined by

the compete balance ofJ,, and V,,, FF, reaches the maximum over 90/o at the i-
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Iayer thickness of around 2.5 pm with textured substrate. Figure 5.12

demonstrates an illuminated J-Vcharacteristics ofpoly-Si solar cell. This solar

cell consists of Ag-grid!ZnOlp-i-nlZnOIAglSnO,lglass structure with i-layer

thickness of 2.5 pm. The highest conversion eff7iciency of 9.180/o (J,, = 25.1

mAlcm2, V,, = O.523 V, FF=O.7) has been achieved. So far, an efficiency of

9.180/o is the world highest record reported on poly-Si based thin film solar cells

produced at high deposition rate over 3 Als and at low temperature as low as

   o180C. The optimized poly-Si i-layer deposition conditions are summarized in

Table 5.1 together with the sample structure and fundamental structural and

electrical properties of optimized poly-Si i-Iayer.
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Table 5.1 .List of optimized poly-Si i-layer

 sample structure and fundamental

properties of optimized i-layer.

 deposition conditions,

structural and electrical

Deposition conditions

   Substrate temperature

   SiH, flow rate

   [SiH,]1([SiH,]+[H,])

   Deposition pressure

   VHF-power density

   Frequency

   Deposition rate

Sample structure

   i-layer thickness

   Structure

   Area

Fundamental properties

   Crystalline volume fraction

   Crystallographic orientation

   Dark conductivity

   Photo conductivity

   Conductivity activation energy

1800C

5.8 sccm

4.50/o

O.8 Torr

1OO mWlcm2

1OO MHz

3.8 Als

2.5 pm

Ag-gridlZnO/p-i-

O.23 cm2

n/ZnOIAg/Sn02

-- 500/o (Raman Ar' 514.5 nm)

(11O) preferential

--
1O-' Slcm (AC, at 300 K)

r-
3Å~1O-` Slcm (AC, at 300 K)

e- O.55 eV
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5.5 Summary

     A series of the poly-Si solar cells has been fabricated on differently

textured ZnOIAglSnO,lglass substrates and investigated the influence of

substrate surface morphology on poly-Si microstructure and photovoltaic

performances. Although the highly textured back reflectors show excellent

light trapping properties, it tends to deteriorate the poly-Si (220) preferential

grovvth, yielding poor photovoltaic perforrnances. The field-dependent carrier

collection behaviors of solar cells reveal that this structural change attributed to

the substrate texture gives rise to the change in transport properties in the poly-Si

photovoltaic layer. When the RMS roughness ofsubstrate increases over 38 nm,

a pronounced reduction in canier diffusion length is observed, which is main

cause for low J,, and V.,. In this experiment, the textured ZnO/Ag!SnO,!glass

substrate with RMS roughness of 38 nm is found to be the most suitable for the

poly--Si solar cells, which effectively improves long wavelength responses and

leads a conversion efficiency up to 9.180/o (J,, == 25.1 mAlcm2, V., == O.523 V, FF

- O.7).
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Chapter VI

Conclusions

       A series of systematic investigations has been carried out on p-i-n

junction poly-Si thin film solar cells in order to establish the material and device

design concept for realizing high efficiency solar cell. The main results and

important findings acquired throughout this work are enumerated as follows:

1) Device modeling of p-i-n junction poly-Si thin film solar cells with

different columnar grain sizes, LG, and surface recombination velocities

at grain boundary, SG., has been investigated using two-dimensional

device simulator. It has been pointed out that photovoltaic
performance is predominantly determined by two factors, i.e., the built-

in electric field and the LG12SG,. This result is followed by an

important suggestion that the very thin photovoltaic layer below 3 ym

is quite essential for poly-Si solar cells with a grain size of <<1 ym in

order to reduce recombination of both photo-generated and injection

carriers at grain boundary.
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2)

3)

4)

A series of intrinsic poly-Si thin films has been deposited by 1OO MHz

VHF-PECVD using SiH, and H, gas mixture and the optical emission

from glow discharge plasma has been investigated. Atomic hydrogen

flux onto poly-Si growing surface in glow discharge plasma plays a

predominant role in determination of poly-Si microstructure. At

relative high [H.]![SiH'] regime, which corresponds to magnitude of

atomic hydrogen flux per growth of poly-Si monolayer, poly--Si with

high crystalline volume fraction, X, and strong (220) preferential

orientation is obtained. However, excess [H.]1[SiH] gives rise to

deterioration in poly--Si (220) preferential growth.

A universal relationship between poly-Si microstructure and
photovoltaic performances ofp-i-njunction poly-Si solar cells has been

found. For obtaining high ,J,,, X,>500/o and (220) preferential

orientation are needed. In contrast, increase ofX, over 500/o results in

a noticeable reduction in V,,, which is related to an increase in carrier

recombination through the poiy-Si photovoltaic layer. From the

opposite tendency of V., and 1,, against X,, the most suitable deposition

conditions is found in this series, and X, of the obtained poly-Si

photovoltaic layer is as low as 500/o. In consequence, relatively high

V. and 1,, of around O.5 V and 20 mAlcm2 are achieved with 3-pm p-i-

njunction solar cell on flat substrate.

AC-conductivity measurement technique is proved successfu11y to

evaluate the canier transport along poly-Si growth direction as well as

for determining the electron and hole conductivities individually. The

Fermi energy level in poly-Si layer is quite sensitive against the film

microstructure. Poly-Si layers with relatively low X,r-500/o and (220)

preferential orientation exhibit truly intrinsic character Iike intrinsic

single crystalline Si materials, leading to the high performance solar

cells. In contrast, poly-Si layers with high X,>500/e and (220)
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5)

6)

7)

                                        ChapterM Conelusions

preferential orientation exhibit n-type character, which is likely to be

associated with the oxygen-related donor at grain boundary.

Experimental and simulation results have suggested that poly-Si solar

cells with high X, result in short diffusion length due to its n-type

character and further electrical activation at grain boundary, resulting in

poor 1,, and V.,•

Time-of-Flight experiments have been performed on a device-grade

poly-Si film of X,e-500/o and also on conventional a-Si:H film for

comparison. A significant difference is found particularly in hole

transport between poly-Si and a-Si:H materials. The temperature

dependence of hole drift mobility has revealed that hole transport in

poly-Si films shows non-dispersive transport even at 200 K, while that

in a-Si:H films is quite dispersive below 380 K. The hole drift

mobility for poly-Si films is estimated as 1.4 cm21Vs at room

temperature, which is by more than two orders of magnitude higher

than that for a-Si:H films.

Although the highly textured substrate shows excellent light trapping

properties, it tends to deteriorate the poly•-Si (220) preferential growth,

yielding poor photovoltaic perforrnances. The field-dependent carrier

collection behaviors of solar cells have revealed that this structural

change attributed to the substrate texture gives rise to the change in

transport properties in the poly-Si photovoltaic layer. When the root

mean square (RMS) roughness of substrate increases over 38 nm,

pronounced reduction in carrier diflUsion length is observed, which is a

main cause for low J,, and V,,•

A novel textured substrate consisting of ZnOIAglSn02!glass has been

proposed for realizing effective light trapping in thin film poly-Si

photovoltaic layer. The textured ZnOIAglSnO,lglass substrate with

                        -99-
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RMS roughness of 38 nm is found to be the most suitable for poly-Si

solar cells, which effectively improves long wavelength responses.

The highest conversion efficiency of 9.180/o (J,, = 25.1 mAlcm2, V., =

O.523 V, FF = O.7) has been achieved by employing this optimum

textured substrate. This eflriciency is the world highest record among

the poly-Si solar cells prepared at low temperature as low as 1800C and

at relatively high deposition rate over 3 Als.
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